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INTRODUCTION:
The 559,227-acre Calcasieu-Sabine Basin, Cameron Parish, Louisiana, in which the Cameron Creole Watershed
Project (CCWP) is located, has experienced significant emergent wetland losses. Since 1932, a total of 122,000
acres of emergent wetlands have been lost in the Basin, approximately 28 percent of the marsh (LA Coast,
Internet). The Cameron Creole Watershed Project encompasses approximately 113,000 acres of brackish to
intermediate marsh coastal wetlands within the basin. The area is bordered by the Gulf Intracoastal Waterway
on the north, Calcasieu Lake and Calcasieu Pass on the West, Louisiana Highway 27, Little Chenier ridge and
Little Chenier canal on the east, and Gulf of Mexico and Mermentau River on the south. This report details the
U S Fish and Wildlife Service’s (USFWS) management of approximately 64,000 acres (57%)of the CCWP through
five water control structures located along the eastern shore of Calcasieu Lake (See Appendix I). The 14,927acre East Cove Unit, established as part of Sabine National Wildlife Refuge in 1937, is included within the
management area.
Marsh loss within the CCWP has been largely attributed to saltwater intrusion resulting from construction and
enlargement of the Calcasieu Ship Channel in 1941, 1951 and then again in 1968. The CCWP infrastructure was
completed in 1989, to reduce saltwater intrusion and preserve the deteriorating marshes. The project included
construction of a 19 mile protection levee and the installation of five water control structures along the east side
of Calcasieu Lake. Structures are managed to conserve and restore deteriorating marshes by modifying salinities
and water levels. USFWS staff was responsible for the operations of the CCWP until January 1, 2012, as
identified in the Operation and Maintenance Agreement of December 1981 (Appendix IV). Operations were
conducted in accordance with the approved Resource Management Plan 1987 (Appendix V).
PROJECT AREA HISTORY:
Over the past 200 years, approximately 50% of the United States wetlands have been lost (USGS 2004, Internet).
Partly due to natural processes, but also due to human activities designed to increase waterway access or
dewater wetlands for increased use by residents and local industry. Both influences share a large part of the
responsibility for wetlands loss. Louisiana’s wetlands today represent about 37% of the estuarine herbaceous
marshes of the conterminous United States, but accounts for nearly 90% of current wetland losses (USGS 2011,
internet). Coastal Louisiana has lost approximately 25% of wetland acres present in 1932 (USGS 2011, Internet).
Much of the wetland loss in southwest Louisiana has been attributed to hydrologic modifications associated
with the construction of federal navigation projects and associated salinity increases in historically fresher
wetland systems. The Calcasieu Ship Channel has had the greatest impact on the Cameron Creole Watershed
Project area.
Little ecological information is available regarding the area prior to the 1930’s. Prior to construction of Calcasieu
Ship Channel, Calcasieu Lake was used as a source of irrigation water for rice fields located on the east side of
Calcasieu Lake (USDA-SCS 1993). This is significant, as rice is adversely affected by salinities in excess of 2.0 PPT
(USDA-SCS 1982). During the early 1900’s, Calcasieu lake salinities fluctuated from fresh to brackish, with
freshwater conditions frequent and long lasting (USDA-SCS 1993). Early accounts of Cameron Creole Watershed
Project marshes identify sawgrass (Cladium jamaicense) as a dominant vegetation type.
Prior to navigation improvements, a series of natural 3’ to 5’ deep bars and shell reefs located in Calcasieu Pass
hindered commercial commerce on the Calcasieu River (Cameron Parish Pilot 1988, U.S. Army Corps of
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Engineers 1891 and 1912). These sand bars made the Calcasieu River impassable to all but shallow draft
schooners (Port of Lake Charles, internet). In addition to hindering commerce, the bars and reefs reduced the
exchange of higher salinity Gulf of Mexico waters and fresher waters of Calcasieu Lake, acting as a natural low
level weir. Much of the marshes surrounding Calcasieu Lake were dominated by vast unbroken stands of fresh
and low-salinity vegetation (NRCS 2007). Brackish marshes occurred along the banks of Calcasieu Lake. With
minimal watercourses extending into the interior marsh, hydrology of the area must have been dominated by
sheet flow with little tidal exchange (NRCS 2007). In those areas, fresh and low-salinity conditions prevailed,
over time organic matter accumulated, giving rise to soil types such as Allemands, characterized by a shallow
surface layer (1 to 4 feet) of organic material overlying a clay substrata (NRCS 1997). Soils of marshes located
near the Gulf of Mexico, Calcasieu and Sabine Lakes were characterized by greater mineral content than interior
marsh soils (NRCS 1997).
Efforts to improve waterborne commerce in the area started prior to the turn of the 20th century, as
construction of the Calcasieu Ship channel began as early as the 1870’s. By the late 1800’s, cuts were made in
the sand bars in Calcasieu lake, resulting in a dredged 8-foot deep channel 70 feet wide and 7,500 feet long (Port
of Lake Charles, internet). This was the genesis of the Calcasieu Ship Channel. Later navigation improvements
within Calcasieu Lake culminated with construction and completion of the Calcasieu Ship Channel in 1941. The
Calcasieu Ship Channel was a direct route from Lake Charles, LA to the Gulf of Mexico, 250’ wide and 30’ deep.
The ship channel has been enlarged over the years to its present day depth of 40’ and bottom width of 400’.
Currently there are discussions on going about additional deepening and widening in the near future.
During the ship channels development other navigational improvements in the area were also taking place. In
1910, Congress authorized construction of the Inland Waterway, presently known as the Gulf Intracoastal
Waterway (USDA-NRCS 2007). Prior to completion of the Calcasieu Ship Channel, the Gulf Intracoastal
Waterway (GIWW) was completed in 1914, connecting Sabine, Calcasieu and Mermentau River Basins. The
GIWW would establish the northern boundary of the Cameron Creole Watershed Project. Shortly following the
completion of GIWW, Louisiana Highway 27 was completed in 1919, virtually establishing the east boundary of
Cameron Creole Watershed Project. By 1941, the 250’ wide and 30’ deep Calcasieu Ship Channel was complete
from the Gulf of Mexico to Lake Charles, LA (USFWS 1992). Construction of the ship channel greatly increased
the efficiency of water exchange through Calcasieu Pass reducing freshwater retention within the Calcasieu
Basin (USDA-NRCS 2003). Adverse impacts to project area marshes did not begin immediately following
completion of the Calcasieu Ship Channel, the Gulf Intracoastal Waterway and/or LA Highway 27. However,
these three public works projects have had the greatest effect on the environmental changes within the
Cameron Creole Watershed Project, the greatest of the three being the Calcasieu Ship Channel.
Construction of the ship channel greatly increased the efficiency of water exchange through Calcasieu pass
(NRCS 2007). As sited on LaCoast.gov:
“The water circulation patterns allow for higher salinity water to enter the interior marshes (saltwater
intrusion). The basin soils, which are 87 percent organic and support lower salinity marsh vegetation,
are infiltrated by the more saline waters. This leads to increased stress and loss of the plant
communities, and eventually erosion and sediment transport out of the inner marsh areas.”
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CAMERON-CREOLE WATERSHED PROJECT CHRONOLOGICAL HISTORY 1949 - 2011:
As early as 1949, projects were being proposed to reduce foreseeable damaging effects from the Calcasieu Ship
Channel. In 1949, Soil Conservation Service (SCS) proposed a project to control saltwater intrusion and land loss
on private property just south of the East Cove Unit of Sabine NWR. See Figure 1 for a timeline of significant
events affecting the CCWP and its management. The project called for construction of a levee between the
refuge and private lands that would protect the area from saltwater intrusion. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
(USFWS) opposed the project based on anticipated damages to refuge lands resulting from reduced freshwater
runoff from the leveed areas.
During severe drought in 1954, Sabine refuge personnel observed that saltwater intrusion brought Sargassum
sp., a marine brown algae, into interior refuge canals (Sabine Refuge 1954). Damaging effects from saltwater
intrusion, loss of sawgrass, were being noted by the mid 1950’s, prior to Hurricane Audrey. During late 1950’s
and early 60’s continued droughts and Hurricanes Audrey and Carla converted significant areas of marsh into
open water. With elevated salinities, fresh and intermediate vegetation was unable to re-vegetate throughout
the region. This contributed to the loss of fragile organic, semi-fluid soils in areas with hydrological connection
to the Calcasieu Ship Channel (USDA-NRCS 2003).
A second project was proposed in 1962. The plan was similar to the 1949 proposal but included the installation of
water control structures in the natural bayous and streams traversed by the levee. Objections were voiced by
USFWS again, relating to reduced freshwater input to refuge wetlands. Because problems related to saltwater
intrusion resulted from dredging of the Calcasieu Ship channel and erosion of the lake shore, an alternative plan
consisting of a lakeshore levee and one low-level weir on Grand Bayou was suggested by the project sponsors. In
1963, the USFWS agreed to work with the project sponsors and the Soil Conservation Service in an attempt to
develop a water control plan mutually acceptable to all interests.
The predecessor to the present Cameron Creole Watershed Project was proposed in 1967 by the Soil Conservation
Service and developed by the Cameron Parish Gravity Drainage Districts 3 and 4, Gulf Coast Soil and Water
Conservation District and Cameron Parish Policy Jury with technical assistance provided by the Louisiana
Department of Public Works, US Fish and Wildlife Service and US Soil Conservation Service. Structural components
of this proposal included 19 miles of levee, 35 miles of multiple-purpose channel improvement, and 3 multiplepurpose water control structures. All of these watershed modifications were designed to aid in flood prevention,
watershed protection and water management for livestock range. The USFWS approved the plan, but stipulated
that its participation in the development of the project was based on the premise that the work plan would provide
for the improvement of waterfowl and furbearer resources without significant damages to fishery resources.
In 1969, USFWS, Sabine National Wildlife Refuge, joined in a cooperative agreement with Soil Conservation
Service (SCS) and Cameron Parish Drainage Districts 3 and 4 to establish the Cameron Creole Watershed Project
(USFWS 1992). The project area encompasses approximately 113,000 acres, including 14,927 acres of Sabine
National Wildlife Refuge. The majority of the changes occurring in the project area are confined to an area
known as the East Cove Marsh. This area consists of approximately 65,000 acres and extends from Back ridge to
Jubert Point and the Gulf Intracoastal Waterway and from Calcasieu Lake to Louisiana Highway 27 between
Creole and Creole Ferry (USFWS, 1979). Over the next several years the project would be re-evaluated and SCS
prepared a draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS). However, USFWS expressed concerns that the draft EIS
did not adequately address fisheries impacts, including effects on ingress and egress of estuarine organisms and
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outflow of nutrients and detritus. The USFWS withheld support until these issues could be resolved. A steering
committee was formed during this same year to resolve these problems. Active members of the committee were
National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS), Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fisheries (LDWF), USFWS, and the
Soil Conservation Service (SCS). All U.S. Army Corps of Permits (section 404) were denied at this time.
The project was stalemated until 1979, when a series of meetings were held to resolve continued environmental
concerns. After much work by the steering committee and the sponsors, the environmental concerns were generally
resolved and a revised plan developed. Included in the revision was the need to conduct a 3 year study to identify
alternative types of structures and evaluate their effectiveness in providing for ingress and egress of organisms.
With the revisions and proposed studies, the Army Corps of Engineers Permit was issued in 1980.
Construction of the 19 mile protection levee and interior borrow canal began in 1981 (USFWS 1991). The same year
a Louisiana State University (LSU) fisheries study began following completion of two experimental impoundments
on East Cove Unit of Sabine NWR. A revised operation and maintenance agreement was developed and approved in
December 1981 (Appendix IV), giving USFWS responsibility for management of the water control structures in
accordance with the operations scheme developed by a steering committee consisting of the project sponsors,
NMFS, LDWF, USFWS, and SCS.
Prior to Resource Management Plan development, fisheries access was given precedence over almost every
other aspect of the CCWP. Several studies were conducted on weir-design and fisheries access. Fisheries
biologists at the time were well aware of the concerns for the CCWP. As sighted in Rogers and Herke 1985:
“An eroding marsh may enhance fisheries production temporarily by increasing the nutrient input to the
system. However, the long-term effect of marsh erosion will be disastrous for fisheries as well as other
forms of wildlife. Therefore, the main goal should be to perpetuate the marsh and to manage the marsh
ecosystem for the benefits of all forms of wildlife. A proper water management regime should arrest
marsh erosion and let estuarine-dependent organisms pass at critical times.”
Prior to plan development, a study specific to CCWP was conducted on an alternative weir-design for coastal
fisheries benefits. Rogers, et al 1987, studied the effects of standard fixed-crest weir and a fixed crest weir with
a vertical slot from top to bottom, on the emigration of estuarine organisms. The study indicated that over
241% more brown shrimp (84% biomass) and over 60% more organisms (62% in biomass) of all species
emigrated from the slotted-weir opposed to the standard fixed-crest weir. Water levels and salinities were
generally similar during the study period. From their study it was determined, that compared to a standard
fixed-crest weir, a slotted weir would provide enhanced fishery access and utilization. Rogers went on to say
that slotted and standard weirs should be evaluated as to their effect on emergent vegetation, water levels,
salinities, wildlife and fisheries other than brown shrimp.
The LSU fisheries/water control structure study was completed in 1986, showing vertical slot designed weirs allowed
greater ingress/egress of estuarine organisms. With this finding the slotted weir designed water control structures
were incorporated into the work plan. By 1987 a Resource Management Plan (Appendix V) for the project was
completed and approved by the steering committee. The steering committee was abolished at this time but the
sponsors requested that the committee members continue to serve in an advisory capacity and to provide
consultation on project management. The sponsors retained control of the project and were responsible for liability
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and repairs on the facility. Construction of the five water control structures begins and a USFWS Assistant Manager
was assigned to the East Cove Unit and Cameron Creole Watershed Project.
The five water control structures were completed in 1989; water management began immediately following
completion. During 1990, Miami Corporation and USFWS entered into a Memorandum of Understanding under the
provisions of the North American Waterfowl Management Plan for the management and operation of the Cameron
Creole Watershed Project. Two USFWS employees (1 Wildlife Biologist; 1 maintenance employee) were hired to
help manage the Cameron Creole Watershed Project and Cameron Prairie NWR.
In December 1992, the East Cove Unit was administratively transferred from Sabine NWR to Cameron Prairie
NWR due to management logistics. That same year, design specification for the Cameron Creole Hydrological
Restoration Project (CS-17) was funded through CWPPRA.
DNR monitoring stations in conjunction with CS-17 project were installed during 1993. CS-17 construction was
delayed due to land rights issue among State of Louisiana and Miami Corporation. Preliminary project design
specifications were completed for Water Control Structure Automation, jointly funded by LADNR and USFWS. A
new cooperative agreement between USFWS and Miami Corporation reflected manpower redistributions
resulting from the transfer of the East Cove Unit to Cameron Prairie NWR. The Service provided 2.0 full-time
employees while Miami Corporation will provide up to 1.0 employee on an as needed basis.
By 1994, USFWS managers were being pressured to achieve spring drawdown; periods of low water were
obtainable, but only for short periods. Several years of heavy spring rains and fresh conditions promoted
aquatic vegetation growth expansion, improving water clarity and quality.
During 1995 the Cameron Creole Watershed Water Control Structure Automation Project (WCS Automation)
design plans were finalized and approved by Cameron Gravity Drainage Districts 3 & 4. CS-17 design
modifications were incorporated for the Mangrove Bayou structure. The USFWS Biologist at that time
transferred to another station.
A new biologist was hired (the USFWS Biologist) for East Cove April 14, 1996. January through May 1996 was
one of the driest springs recorded in last 100 years. Drawdown efforts turned to concerns of drought as vast
areas of the CCWP began to dry. On June 21, 1996, the lowest water level -0.7 ft. was recorded at EC 7 (5PPT
isohaline line). Rains returned during the summer months, with high water persisting through remainder of
year. CS-17 construction began during September. WCS Automation project evaluation and planning continued.
Following drawdown/drought of 1996, WCS were operated in 1997 to the greatest extent under Phase II of the
management plan. After eight years of Phase I operations, originally scheduled for a two year period, Phase II
was implemented. Phase II management places all water control structures gates at crest level (six inches below
marsh elevation). The flap gates and deep gates are used primarily to relieve high water. Phase II allows the
greatest gate openings for a longer period of time as the gates act as weirs and reduce the amount of water
exchange during extreme tide events. The boat bay and slots allow ingress/egress of estuarine organisms. CS17 project was completed January 28. WCS Automation project advertised for bids. Unfortunately, the lowest
bid was $447,700.00 over funded budget. Additional funds were requested.
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Phase II operations continued in 1998, in accordance with resource management plan. WCS Automation project
requested funding received necessary support. On September 14, 1998, Tropical Storm Francis strikes
Southwest Louisiana producing over ten inches of rainfall and extreme high tides (2-4ft. above forecasted tides).
Water levels of 2.5 ft. or greater were recorded for extended period of time. Emergent vegetation showed signs
of stress from inundation.
WCS continued to be operated according to Phase II of the management plan during 1999. Necessary funding
for WCS Automation project was secured and contract awarded. A preconstruction meeting was held January
20, 1999, with construction initiated shortly after.
Approximately ten years from its inception, the WCS Automation Project was completed and accepted
September 2000. Operational problems were encountered immediately following acceptance. Cameron Prairie
NWR and East Cove Unit become part of Southwest Louisiana NWR Complex, administered by Sabine NWR.
During 2001, the CCWP Terrace project was constructed and included 48,000 feet of earthen terraces on the
East Cove Unit. The East Cove Unit project is an integral part of a much larger cooperative effort among the
Cameron Parish Police Jury, Ducks Unlimited, Miami Corporation, Sweetlake Land and Oil and the US Fish and
Wildlife Service which constructed approximately 400,000 ft. of earthen terraces within the Cameron Creole
Watershed Project. Tropical Storm Allison produced 10.50 inches of rainfall for SW Louisiana during June,
fortunately water levels increased to only 1.3ft. Operational problems continued throughout the year for the
WCS Automation Project.
In 2002 the area experienced a record annual rainfall of over 80 inches. Water levels of 2.6ft were recorded,
matching or exceeding 1998 levels. WCS Automation Project difficulties continued. Over two years following
completion, manufacturer Healy-Ruff finally sent a representative to correct experienced problems.
In 2003, the Cameron Creole Watershed Terracing Project received a Coastal America Award for the projects
cooperative efforts. Vandalism on the Cameron Creole Watershed Project Lambert Bayou water control
structure was discovered on December 12. Repairs cost in excess of $100,000.
WCS continued to be operated according to Phase II of the management plan through 2004. Following
discovery of vandalism at Lambert Structure, a contractor was hired for emergency gate operations. Later the
same contractor was awarded the contract for structure repairs which included the replacement of eight
stainless steel gate stems.
WCS Automation Project design modifications were specified and contracted in 2005. Modifications included
installation of diesel operated generators at three structures and replacement of drive motors. September 24,
2005, Hurricane Rita made landfall near Johnson Bayou, Louisiana, as a Category 3 hurricane, producing a storm
surge of 15’ or greater throughout coastal Cameron Parish. Prior to Hurricane Rita, WCS were placed in the
open position in preparations as the storm was forecasted to pass to the west of Cameron. Excessive flooding
and scouring of the marsh was experienced from Rita, creating three breaches along the CCWP lake shore levee,
located at the historic bayou outlets. Based upon NRCS’ survey of the levee, much had been degraded to marsh
elevation or slightly above. With the levee breached in several places water level management was impractical
and the decision was made to leave the structures in the open position until levee repairs were completed.
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As Louisiana DNR is responsible for the maintenance and repair of the CCWP, DNR representatives worked
diligently trying to secure the necessary funding for repairs during 2006. However, resistance was encountered
as to the method of repair.
Two years following Hurricane Rita, 2007, the breaches and levee remained to be repaired. Several advisory
committee meetings were held during 2007 to try and expedite breach and levee repairs. At the concluding
advisory committee meeting it was determined that the best available engineering design was to install sheet
metal pilings as LA DNR had originally proposed.
Construction on the breach repairs continued into 2008, with final inspection and acceptance occurring May
2008. Attention turned to lake shore levee repairs. Unfortunately, prior to levee repairs and/or operation of
structures, the Cameron Creole Watershed experience a second storm event on September 13, 2008, with
landfall of the Hurricane Ike on the East Texas Coast. Hurricane Ike made landfall as a Category 2 storm in
Gilchrest, TX. A mandatory evacuation for Cameron Parish was ordered on September 11, due to storm surge
predictions. Storm surge estimates and recordings indicated water levels of 16’ or greater, exceeding Hurricane
Rita levels. In a period of three years, the Cameron Creole Watershed, levees and water control structures were
impacted by two hurricanes, inundating the area with high salinity Gulf waters. In efforts to alleviate flood
waters from the CCWP, Cameron Parish Gravity Drainage District # 3 created two breaches in the CCWP
protection levee.
Hurricane recovery continued into 2009. Cameron Parish Gravity Drainage District #3, as promised, contracted
to have the breaches created following Hurricane Ike repaired. CPRA remote monitoring stations were repaired
and operational by April 9th. New insitu monitors established marsh elevation approximately 0.5 ft. Thus 0.5 ft.
is currently recognized as marsh elevation rather than the historic 0.8’. CPRA contractor began levee repairs
during August. At a July 22, Advisory Committee meeting, it was agreed to resume structure operations when
isohaline tolerances were no longer exceeded. Water control structure operations resumed November, as
salinities were within isohaline tolerances. Phase I levee repairs were concluding as 2009 came to an end.
Phase II operations continued into 2010. Below average rainfall the first three months of 2010, contributed to
increasing salinities during early April. Optimistic of returning rains, phase II operations and lunar openings
continued, allowing brown shrimp ingress during peak migration. Unfortunately, rains did not return, within a
short period of time salinities increased to approximately 20 PPT at both isohaline lines. Previous conditions,
similar to 2010, proved that drastic gate closures had negligible or minimal effects on salinity levels, while
contributing to decreasing water quality. Throughout CCWP history, once salinities breach tolerances, large rain
events have been required to reverse the trend. A management decision was made to continue Phase II
operations to include lunar openings to determine effects on the marsh once isohaline lines were breached.
Salinities remained steady at approximately 20 PPT throughout 2010. Rainfall recorded during 2010 was only
38.84 inches, approximately -20 inches below yearly average. Salinities were similar to 2000 salinities, without
closing virtually all water control structures. Additional openings during 2010 did not appear to increase
salinities and/or water levels appreciably, while providing greater ingress/egress opportunities for estuarine
organisms. 2010 was neither optimal nor desired conditions for intermediate/brackish marsh environments, but
recorded levels indicate gate manipulations are not the greatest factor in controlling and/or mitigating salinities
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within the CCWP. USFWS management decisions were questioned/scrutinized; at a CCWP Advisory Committee
meeting it was proposed that structure operations be contracted by a third party administered by Louisiana
Coastal Protection and Restoration Authority. The proposal was embraced and supported by Advisory
Committee members, including USFWS.
Drought conditions persisted into 2011. Water control structures remained in Phase II operations with lunar
openings for ingress/egress of estuarine organisms. Areas damaged by Hurricanes Rita and Ike had exposed
mud flats, allowing Spartina alternaflora (oyster grass) to colonize many areas. Salinity concerns continued, with
requests to close all structures. Past experience proved gate manipulations at this point were ineffective and
large amounts of rain was needed to reduce salinities. During the June 9, 2011, CCWP Advisory Committee
meeting, committee members present agreed to a partial drawdown June 10 – July 15 with all gates closed,
except the Grand Bayou flap gates and vertical slots. During lunar operations one deep gate at Peconi and
Lambert Bayou would be open for a 24 hour period. Upon conclusion of the drawdown on July 15, crest gates
were opened and flap gates closed. Following drawdown efforts, drought conditions continued. During 2011,
only 36.06 inches of rain was recorded at Cameron Prairie NWR. The lowest recorded rainfall for Cameron
Prairie NWR over the past 22 years, -22.74 inches below average. Coupled with 2010’s nearly -20 inches below
yearly average, 2010 & 2011 were the driest two year period since CCWP operations began in 1989. The two
year combined rain deficit was greater than -40 inches. Closure of the gates at the first indication of salinity
isohaline lines being breached during 2010 would not have reduced the probability salinity tolerances would be
breached. Gate closures could have also contributed to extreme low water levels and soil oxidation.
As funding sources were being secured and contract specifications developed, the USFWS in an April 1, 2011
letter to US Army Corp of Engineers (US ACOE), advised US ACOE that as of January 1, 2012 the USFWS would
terminate its roles and responsibilities associated with the December 18, 1981 Cameron Creole Watershed
Project Operations and Maintenance Agreement (Appendix IV). As 2011 drew to a close, USFWS relinquished
operations of the structures to the sponsors of the project, following 22 years of management. Ironically,
stakeholder concerns during the first year of operations (1989) were still being discussed 22 years later (2011).
22 YEARS OF USFWS OPERATIONS:
The CCWP was in the planning stages for over 20 years before finally being completed in 1989. Operation of the
water control structures began immediately following completion of construction. At the same time, congressional
inquiries concerning the CCWP were being received, most concerning recreational and commercial fishery interests.
Strongest opposition to the project came from local Commercial Fishermen; many believed the structures had
virtually destroyed shrimping within Calcasieu Lake in less than one year of operation. On March 6, 1990 a public
hearing was held at the Burton Coliseum, citizens and groups expressed their concerns of project operations
believed to be impacting their livelihood. The CCWP issues were elevated to the point that Governor Edwin
Edwards attended the public meeting. As the meeting progressed it was evident that many of the citizens were
most concerned that a local landowner benefitted (commercial shrimp harvest) from the project. Several proposed
an additional structure at the refuge’s East Cove Unit boundary, which they believed would allow estuarine
organisms to exit the system prior to reaching private property.
As identified in the CCWP Resource Management Plan of 1987 (Appendix V), the basic objective was to restore the
project area to approximately 1972 vegetative communities and salinity regimes. Primary emphasis for both phases
of operation was to curtail marsh erosion, with secondary emphasis to maintain and improve fisheries & wildlife
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habitat. The plan identified target water levels and salinity levels within the marsh. Through conversations with
previous managers and individuals associated with the establishment of the Resource Management Plan, general
consensus was the structures would operate only a couple times per year.
Actual water control structure operations occurred more frequently than expected, often multiple times during one
week, due to water levels or salinities. This was an ever exhausting task for USFWS employees, as no additional
funding or staff were allocated in association with the CCWP operations. A March 14, 1990 letter from
Congressman Jimmy Hayes identified and requested that the USFWS needed to do whatever necessary to acquire
funding and additional manpower to effectively operate the structures. This was an early sign stakeholders
expectations could exceed water control structure designs and capabilities. In draft minutes from the Gulf of
Mexico Fishery Management Council held October 26, 1989, Ric Ruebsamen, NMFS, expressed concerns of the
management plans parameters and obtainability. Mr. Ruebsamen identified salinity data from two stations near the
5 PPT isohaline line, recorded by Dr. Herke between 1982-1985, exceeded salinity criteria approximately 67% of the
time. Mr. Ruebsamen’s greatest concern was provisions in Operational Plan allowing closure of all structures if
salinities exceeded the 5 PPT isohaline line.
Operations also started during a period when rainfall was equal to/or greater than the 22 year average of 58.80
inches (Fig. 2), an opportune time to determine resource management plan obtainability. For eight years, 1991 –
1998, rainfall was near or above average. Water levels remained above target elevations, as salinities remained
within target levels much of the year. However, salinity tolerances at the 5 PPT isohaline line were exceeded
(breached) each and every year. Salinity breaches generally occurred during the fall, associated with fall equinox
tides. During years of normal rainfall, it appears salinity thresholds are obtainable most of the year. Conversely,
during drought years, once salinities breach, a large rain (flood) event was required to reduce salinities to target
levels. Successive dry years appear to compound drought affects.

Figure 2: 1990 – 2012 Yearly Rainfall compared to 22 Year Average.
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MANAGEMENT DISCUSSION:
From the onset of operations, Phase I draw down efforts were mandated by Cameron Gravity Drainage District
#3 (GDD#3) each year. During the early 1990’s, as water levels approached established target levels, rains would
return and increase water levels above target levels. USFWS East Cove Biologist observed, early in operations,
as water levels approached GDD#3 established target elevations salinities could and often increased quickly,
especially during fall months associated with elevated tides. USFWS Biologist cautioned on use of Grand Bayou
flap gates as water levels approached marsh elevation. When the USFWS Biologist transferred in 1995, CCWP
operations continued under Phase I operations as mandated by GDD #3.
As a new USFWS Biologist assumed the role as the refuge’s East Cove Unit and the CCWP during 1996, GDD#3
requested to continue Phase I (drawdown) operations. Since 1989, operations were committed to completing
Phase I and moving into Phase II operations (semi-static water level management). Maintaining salinities and
water levels were presumed possible through crest gate operations, similar to weir systems. In 1996, the lowest
water levels and highest salinities to date would be recorded. As marsh salinities increased to extreme levels,
overall marsh health became of great concern. Judged to be the best course of action at the time, all structures
(including vertical slots) were closed to reduce introduction of higher saline waters from Calcasieu Lake. As
identified in the resource management plan and as pointed out by Mr. Ruebsamen (NMFS) in 1989, closure of all
gates was allowed if the 5 PPT isohaline line was breached. Rogers, et al 1987, identified that the verticallyslotted, fixed-crest weir were chosen due to ease of design and construction, lower cost, and the allowance of
movement of organisms throughout the water column. Rogers, et al 1987, then continued by stating when
applied in marsh management, this slotted design would improve fisheries access with minimal active structural
management and would allow easy closing of the slot, if necessary. The management action was met with public
outcry from commercial fishermen.
Early during CCWP development, fisheries biologists knew that a complete closure of the system may be
warranted at some point in time. At the time of slot closures the thought process was to contain higher salinity
waters within the bayou/lake systems within the CCWP, sparing emergent vegetation from hyper-saline
conditions. At the time of closure, salinities at the 5 PPT isohaline line increased to near 30 PPT, as water levels
decreased to -0.7’, approximately 18” below marsh elevation due to evapotranspiration. As rains returned
extreme caution was exhibited in gate operations, as the marsh had been subjected to extreme salinities.
Unforeseen drought impacts to the marsh were observed the following year. Oxidation and compaction had
occurred due to extreme low water levels, having negative effects on small islands of marsh in particular.
Experience and knowledge learned through this time period become the basis for future management decisions
precluding future closures of slots and extreme low water conditions.
To maintain Resource Management Plan objectives, water control structures were operated to the greatest
extent in Phase II operations. Additional gate openings occurred during flood conditions, while restrictive gate
operations occurred during low water levels or periods of increasing salinities. Management progressed
somewhat normally during 1997 & 1998. However, 1999 experienced an extremely dry fall and winter. An
outcry from commercial fishermen was again heard. Unlike 1996, no vertical slots were closed, nor was it
considered. Several meetings were held with commercial fishermen and representatives from Coastal Concern
Association (CCA). CCA requested partial deep gate openings (1 – 2’ bottom) at Lambert and Grand Bayou
during frontal passages to aid egress of estuarine organisms. As a compromise, partial gate openings were
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agreed to, with an additional crest gate at each structure open during night hours to aid in egress of estuarine
organisms. This seemed to appease some of the commercial fishermen, but not all. As identified in CCWP
development, much effort was expended in trying to ensure estuarine organism access to the area to the point
of incorporating slots into the water control structures which was shown to increase fisheries ingress/egress
over 60% greater than a standard fixed-crest weir.
Dry conditions experience in fall and winter of 1999 continued into 2000. With salinities above thresholds and
water levels at or below marsh elevation, water control structures were once again operated in a restricted
manner to alleviate high salinities. The 2000 calendar year had the most restrictive gate operations, while
salinities increased to extreme levels (Appendix VI). Extreme salinities were believed due to persistent effects
from 1999’s rainfall deficit and no flood events to flush the system of high saline waters. Commercial fisheries
continue to be the greatest controversy of the CCWP. Many local fishermen, continued to sight the CCWP as the
cause of a decline in fisheries harvest (specifically brown and white shrimp) within the Calcasieu Lake system.
Fisheries biologists were well aware of the problems within the Calcasieu Basin. Years of improved fisheries
production in Calcasieu Lake was due to deteriorating marsh conditions within CCWP. Rogers and Herke 1985,
identified that continued degradation of marsh will aid in short-term fisheries harvest but be disastrous longterm. Additionally, several fisheries biologists pointed out that shrimp harvests in Louisiana are cyclical, as the
life cycle of shrimp is short.
Annual shrimp harvest data, 2000-2012 for Calcasieu Basin (Cameron & Calcasieu Parish) Louisiana, was
compiled from Louisiana Summary Agriculture & Natural Resources annual reports found on Louisiana State
University Ag Center web site (www.lsuagcenter.com). Data prior to 2000 compiled from printed copies of
Louisiana Summary Agriculture & Natural Resources annual reports, based on Parish Agent estimates of annual
harvest. 2000 and later data derived from Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fisheries Trip Ticket reporting.
Figure 3 depicts the cyclical nature of shrimp harvest within the Calcasieu Basin. The data reveals that the most
restrictive gate operations year (2000) had one of the largest shrimp harvests (143% of 32 year average) within
the Calcasieu Basin with 10.25 million pounds of shrimp reported. Only 1987 & 1992 reported greater annual
harvest based upon Parish Agent estimates prior to trip ticket reporting. This is not to say shrimp were
harvested within Calcasieu Lake, but it is evident that during years of elevated salinities, shrimp find nursery
areas that may not be historical nursery areas. Success in historically productive areas may be less than
desirable during dry years; as production and egress may occur in non-traditional areas.
During 2003, the commercial fisheries interests once again approached the CCWP Advisory Committee
requesting additional openings, specifically during shrimp emigration periods. The initial request was for 5 day
openings around the lunar cycles (new and full moon) each month and during frontal passages. With years of
salinity data, it was evident once salinities breached the 5 PPT isohaline line, additional short term openings
should not increase salinities greatly and jeopardize overall conditions. After much discussion among biologists
and committee members it was agreed that during the lunar and frontal openings, one deep gate at Lambert &
Peconi Bayou structures and the boat bay would be open for a minimum of 36 hours to include two nocturnal
(night) periods. These lunar openings were expanded to monthly, as numerous studies indicate commercially
important species ingress/egress estuarine habitats throughout the year. Lunar openings were implemented to
the greatest extent possible during 2003 & 2004. Unfortunately, before long term effects on salinities could be
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Figure 3: Calcasieu Basin yearly shrimp landings, LSU Ag Center, Louisiana Summary Agriculture & Natural
Resources, 1980-2012.
equated, Hurricane Rita struck damaging CCWP infrastructure and created three breaches within the lake bank
levee.
Having diverse user groups, with differing interests, CCWP operations often become contentious. The CCWP
user groups include: Sponsors, Advisory Committee members, land owners, commercial fishermen, recreational
fishermen/hunters/trappers to name a few. Special interests of CCWP groups range from: water level
management (both ends of spectrum – low for gravity drainage, elevated for access & fresh water retention),
salinity management, fisheries ingress/egress, recreational access of refuge, waterfowl habitat management,
etc. Over the years, attempts have been made to develop a water management plan to appease CCWP user
groups to greatest extent possible. However, Advisory Committee members prefer to continue operations
under current resource management plan which allows for periodic adjustments. As stated within the plan,
“The advisory committee will meet annually to review the progress of the management plan, and make
recommendations regarding any needed changes. More frequent meetings can be held if the need arises”.
Through the years much debate has revolved around the management of the CCWP, with most individuals citing
established environmental parameters within the Resource Management Plan and its interpretation. These
parameters have been cited, when individuals were less than pleased with conditions within the CCWP.
Arguments for water control structure operations or justification for proposed management changes have been
continually voiced. After many years of managing the CCWP, Human Dimensions associated with the CCWP has
proved to be the most difficult aspect of management.
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French wetlands specialist Laurent Mermet (1989), identified that managing marshes and other valued habitats
as a process involving people of diverse backgrounds, interests, and goals. Understanding the range of views or
concerns is essential if environmentally sound solutions are to be established and sustained. Individual views
can be affected by culture, personal experience, socio-economics and politics. Three fundamental dimensions
that affect biological resource goals and management include (National Park Service,
http://www.nature.nps.gov/biology/human_dimensions/HD_FAQ.cfm):
1. Resource Dimensions: the resource itself, its condition, data, models, concepts and working
knowledge of the resource.
2. Institutional Dimensions: law and policies that guide agency responsibilities and activities.
3. Human Dimensions: other factors that are considered in determining the goals of management,
including stakeholder values, interests, and perspective, and mangers’ professional judgment.
These dimensions are further discussed in the following pages.
RESOURCE DIMENSIONS:
Much work has been conducted along the Gulf of Mexico pertaining to resource dimensions, particularly in
regards to the causes and extent of wetland loss. Major contributors have been identified as subsidence,
erosion, saltwater intrusion, climate change and sea level rise to name a few. U.S. Geological Survey
(http://coastal.er.usgs.gov/gc-subsidence/index.html), identified that wetland losses in the northern Gulf Coast
region of the United States are so extensive they represent critical concerns to government environmental
agencies and natural resource managers. With the importance of these coastal wetlands, billions of dollars have
been spent on restoration projects and wetlands research. One USGS research project looked at the physical
processes (land-surface subsidence and sediment erosion) responsible for historical wetland loss at nearby
Sabine National Wildlife Refuge in western chenier plain. The study indicated that two primary physical
processes were responsible for wetlands loss in coastal Louisiana, land-surface subsidence and erosion. USGS’s
research for Sabine NWR identified that the greatest wetland losses occurred between 1956 and 1978. This
would also coincide with wetland loss on the CCWP. USGS study identified an average loss of wetlands of
approximately 47 cm on Sabine NWR experimental sites. This was the combined averages of subsidence (14 cm)
and erosion (33 cm), showing erosion accounted for more than twice the wetlands elevation loss as subsidence.
Most open water sites had an absence of peat, contributing the loss to erosion. However, land-area fluctuation
and wet marsh in 1960’s and 1970 imagery indicate historical wetland loss was initiated by land-surface
subsidence. The effect of subsidence on erosion rates was not identified, but as areas of open water increase
one could surmise that greater erosion rates would occur. An additional identified source of subsidence is
induced subsidence related to hydrocarbon productivity. Hydrocarbon production in western chenier plain also
peaked during the 1960s and early 1970s. With additional high rates of water production sustained through
1990s. From 1978 until 2004 the study area showed little additional land-area change. However, 2008 imagery
identified orthogonal-elongate ponds and marsh shear resulting from Hurricanes Rita (2005) and Ike (2008).
In addition to subsidence and erosion, sea Level Rise has been identified as one of the many concerns affecting
the CCWP and its association with subsidence, erosion and saltwater intrusion. The National Oceanic
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), http://tidesandcurrents.noaa.gov/sltrends/, reports that nearby Sabine
Pass, Texas, mean sea level trend is +5.66 mm/yr with a 95% confidence interval of +/- 1.07 mm/year based on
monthly mean sea level data from 1958 to 2006 which is equivalent to a change of 1.86 feet in 100 years (Fig 4).
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NOAA has identified relative sea level rise (RSLR) of 4.1 mm/yr at Cameron from 1942-2005, with the greatest
RSLR occurring from 1954-1975, with an average increase of 12 mm/yr. NOAA records for nearby Sabine Pass
show similar RSLR (12-15 mm/yr) for the period of 1965-1982. Over the life of the CCWP, 1989 through 2012
(24 yrs X 5.66 mm/yr), this would equate to an average sea level rise of 5.35” since operations began. This is not
to say that the sea level rise is a constant and ever increasing. Figure 5 illustrates that during the period since
the CCWP has been in operations, the interannual variation at Sabine Pass has stayed relatively constant and
may have actually decreased slightly. This is also not to say that sea level rise is not of concern, as the long term
trend indicates increasing sea levels. If sea level increases over time, as predicted, it will become more and
more difficult to accomplish resource management plan objectives without adversely affecting the CCWP, either
through increased water levels or elevated salinities.

Figure 4: The mean sea level trend is 5.66 millimeters/year based on monthly mean seal level data from 1958
to 2006, equivalent to a change of 1.86 feet in 100 years.
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Figure 5: Interannual variation since 1990, Sabine Pass, Texas, of monthly mean sea level and the 5-month
running average. The average seasonal cycle and linear sea level trend have been removed. Interannual
variation is caused by irregular fluctuations in coastal ocean temperatures, salinities, winds, atmospheric
pressures, and ocean currents.
In addition to research on wetland loss, success and/or failure of the CCWP has been documented through gate
operation, water level and salinity data collected over the years. Many stakeholders perception of success
and/or failure is based on two environmental parameters identified within the resource management plan,
salinities and water levels. Data proves salinities at the isohaline lines often do not follow Resource
Management Plan established parameters. One must also remember that isohaline lines were established
based upon 1972 vegetative maps, with salinity tolerances derived from average salinity identified with
intermediate marsh type and not discrete salinity readings for the area during the 1970’s. The established 5 PPT
isohaline line is identified as a hard fast number. In theory, as identified on isohaline line map, CCWP salinities
occur on a gradient, as salinities reach the 12 PPT line threshold the 5 PPT isohaline line should be approaching
its threshold. Data indicates this is not the case and the gradient may be closer to 2 – 4 PPT. Absent of rain,
given time, conditions are virtually identical at both isohaline lines. It has been discussed that management
plan objectives may not be obtainable for extended periods of time. Data shows, as water levels approached
marsh elevation and/or target levels, salinities begin to increase within the CCWP. Salinity spikes are influinced
by: gate openings, tides, winds, temperature, rainfall etc. Environmental factors effecting salinities are complex
to say the least, most beyond human control. As discussed earlier, once salinities tolerances are breached, only
rainfall can reverse the trend. In an attempt to correlate the relationship between water levels and salinity
levels, EC 6 (12 PPT) & EC 7 (5PPT) average monthly water levels (Fig. 6) and salinities (Fig. 7) were compared to
average lake levels and identified resource management plan targets. It is apparent that water levels within the
Calcasieu Lake system appeared to be a major factor, along with annual rainfall, affecting both water levels and
salinities within the CCWP. Only during the months of January, February and December did water levels within
Calcasieu Lake average at or below target level of 0.8 ft. One can extrapolate as lake levels
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Figure 6: Average Montly water level comparison EC 6, EC7, Calcasieu Lake and Target levels.

Figure 7: Average Montly Salinity levels comparison EC 6, EC7, and Target levels.
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exceed CCWP water levels, salinities increase. This hypothesis is supported by monthly average salinity levels
that show a marked increase during months of May & June and once again August through November, which
also coincides with Calcasieu Lake water levels greatly exceeding CCWP water levels.
Knowing a correlation between water levels and salinity levels existed, a linear regression was incoprated to
determine the relationship of salinities relative to water levels (Figure 8). Statistical analysis p value (<0.0001)
indicates a highly significant relationship between the two variables, while the R square indicates that water
levels alone explain approximately 20% of the salinity variation within data. For complete statistical analysis
results please see Table 1. As discussed throughout the report, numerous environmental factors (rain, tide,
evapotranspiration, etc.) influence salinities, however, as these environmental factors increase the likelyhood of
water levels recedeing, salinities will generally increase. The linear fit line in the analysis would also support
observations that once water levels recede below 1.0 ft salinities greater than 5 ppt at EC7 can be expected.
This is not to say that as long as water levels are maintained at 1.0 ft. or higher no salinity issues may be
experience, as also indicated within Fig. 7. It is only a starting point for discussion, as evapotranspiration and
other environmental parameters are not factored into the equation.

Figure 8: Linear Regression for EC7 Salinities Relative to Water Levels.
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Linear Fit
EC7 Salninity = 9.6285937 – 5.1812483*EC7 Water level
Summary of Fit
RSquare
RSquare Adj
Root Mean Square Error
Mean of Response
Observations (or Sum Wgts)
Analysis of Variance
Source
DF
Model
1
Error
172
C. Total
173
Parameter Estimates
Term
Intercept
EC7 Water Level

0.196714
0.192043
4.585197
4.267759
174

Sum of Squares
885.5411
3616.1329
4501.6740

Estimate
9.6285937
-5.181248

Mean Square
885.541
21.024

Std Error
0.896171
0.79834

t Ratio
10.74
-6.49

F Ratio
42.1204
Prob > F
<.0001*

Prob>|t|
<.0001*
<.0001*

Table 1: Linear Regression of Salinities Relative to Water Levels at EC7 of Cameron Creole Watershed Project.
As United States Geological Survey (USGS, http://waterdata.usgs.gov/la/nwis/current/?type=flow) has
monitoring stations within the basin, long term trends and/or averages could be established. Water levels
within the Calcasieu Basin and the CCWP were compared. Yearly averages for Calcasieu River at Cameron (USGS
site 08017118), LA were available from 1999- 2012. Figure 9 compares Calcasieu River yearly average water
levels, CCWP targets, 14 year average for Calcasieu River at Cameron and average yearly water level at EC 7. EC
7 water levels for 2005 and later were not recorded due to Hurricane Rita and loss of monitoring stations within
the CCWP. Graphs indicate water levels within the CCWP follow the trends of Calcasieu Lake/Basin. The graph
shows that only during 2000, 2006 and 2011 did the Calcasieu Basin approach target levels. During most years
water levels were near or above 1.0 ft. and Averaged 1.06 ft. over the 14 year period. One could assume that
managing water levels below 1.06 ft. will create salinity tollerance issues. 2001 was the only year in which
salinities remained near tollerance levels all year. However, salinities exceeded tollerances in August for a short
period of time prior to heavy rains in September. Yearly average water levels for 2001 were 1.10 ft. with
salinities at the 5 PPT line averaged 1.56 PPT. The spike in salinities would most likely have been similar to
previous years if 14.35 inches of rain had not fallen during September.
Data over the years has indicated that salinities are directly associated with water levels and that the two cannot
be managed independent of the other. If one is to maintain salinities at/or below the 5 PPT threshold, increased
water levels will be required to maintain a fresh water head and moderate higher lake salinities. Once water
levels in CCWP are below average lake elevations salinities can only increase.
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Figure 9: 1999-2012 Average Yearly water levels at USGS Calcasieu River at Cameron, LA, compared Cameron
Creole Watershed Project target level, 14 year average at Cameron, LA and EC 7 1999-2004 water levels.
HUMAN AND INSTITUTIONAL DIMENSIONS:
Contrary to resource dimensions, little work on human dimensions associated with wetlands management has
been conducted for southwest Louisiana or the CCWP. The human and institutional dimensions place value on
resource dimensions and identify those most important to society. Identifying dimensional overlap can assist
managers in determining which aspects should be the focus of resource management. However, the human
dimension is often associated with stakeholder conflict. Biological resource management issues often become
very controversial. These controversies are inherently complex, but may also be defined differently by different
individuals, based upon their values. In many instances, attention to the controversies may be more effective in
resolving conservation issues than understanding the complexities of the system.
One must also be able to differentiate between stakeholders and the public. In accordance with National Park
Service’s (NPS) definition, CCWP public would be: “… all individuals, organizations and other entities who have
an interest in or knowledge about, are served by, or serve in CCWP programs administered under the CCWP
permit. They would include recreational user groups, tourism industry, environmental leaders, members of
media, permittees, property owners within CCWP, special interest groups and visitors.” Stakeholders are
anyone who affects or is affected by CCWP biological resource management, which may be synonymous with
the term “the public.” User groups and/or stakeholders of the CCWP are diverse to say the least. Through the
years, major controversies encountered can be narrowed to roughly four major aspects of the CCWP. These
would include: 1) Water Level management; 2) Salinity management; 3) Commercial fisheries; and 4)
Recreational access to refuge (boat bay openings). Early on it was apparent stakeholder’s priorities were
divergent, facilitating the creation of an advisory committee to meet annually to review the progress of the
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management plan and make recommendations regarding needed changes. During early management, salinity
tolerances were a consideration; however, water levels, fisheries ingress/egress and recreational access were
more important to certain stakeholders. To the extent that salinity tolerances could be exceeded as long as
these special interests were accommodated.
Unknowingly, human dimensions influenced CCWP management throughout the history of the project. Initially
the driving force for management was to accomplish Phase I drawdown, so operations could move to Phase II
(following seven years of attempted drawdowns). Following a spring drawdown, operations focused on
maintaining and improving marsh conditions within the CCWP. With a history in waterfowl and wetlands
management, isohaline line tolerances were the major focus, doing everything within USFWS Biologists
professional judgment in achieving these goals. Resource dimensions (salinities) drove the majority of
management decisions, all water control structures including the boat bay were closed when the 5 PPT isohaline
line was breached and remain closed until salinities were within tolerance limits. Little thought was given to
human dimensions, as management was biological and science driven. It was apparent that the USFWS
Biologist’s values, interests and perspectives were often different than other stakeholders. When water levels
were sufficient to maintain salinities below tolerances, some stakeholders voiced concerns over water levels
exceeding target of 0.8 ft. When water levels were within established target (≤ 0.8ft), and increasing salinities
facilitated water control structure closures, others voiced concerns over salinities (≥ 5 PPT at isohaline line).
Associated with elevated salinities and water control structure closures, fisheries access and recreational access
became the focus of still other stakeholders.
Many stakeholders have the impression that water levels, salinities and other resource dimensions can be
controlled through the operations of the water control structures. USFWS Biologists once too perceived
management actions had a great effect on the CCWP environmental conditions; experience and years of data
proved this to be questionable. This is not to say water control structure operations do not impact
environmental conditions within the CCWP.
Water control structure operations moderate environmental conditions within the CCWP to a point, external
environmental factors ultimately control environmental conditions. Regardless of gate operations water seeks
its own level, given time, the system having a positive head differential will prevail. This is to say, if Calcasieu
Lake water levels are higher than the CCWP, water levels and salinities will eventually mirror lake conditions at
best. Without rain and/or tidal exchange, evapotranspiration will continually concentrate salinity levels within
the CCWP. Calcasieu Lake will continue to introduce waters of elevated salinities into the system without
removal of hyper-saline waters. Often overlooked is the cross section of water control structure slots, boat bay,
crests, etc. Four structures (Peconi, Mangrove, Lambert and NoName) contain three slots with a cross section of
approximately 7.5ft² (6”X60” = 360in²/144in²= 2.5 ft²X3= 7.5ft²). The three slots combined (7.5ft²) have a
slightly larger cross section of a 36” culvert (7.06ft²). All slots combined would equate to slightly greater than
four 36” culverts or 30ft². The Boat Bay, identified as a major source for saltwater introduction, has a cross
section of approximately 50ft². Collectively, slots cross section of all slots combined would equal 60% of that of
the boat bay and would constitute a measurable salinity source. When water levels within the CCWP are lower
than average Calcasieu Lake water levels the salinities within the system can only increase, without fresh water
introduction and/or rain. This is exactly why the USFWS Biologist cautioned in the past about reducing water
levels much below average lake levels, if salinity control is a main objective of the project. This was a recurring
theme and observation, explained numerous times by the USFWS Biologist and previous managers.
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Over time, greater attention was afforded human dimensions expressed by stakeholders, with suggestions
and/or compromises incorporated when possible. One such compromise was the implementation of lunar
openings for estuarine fisheries access during periods of elevated salinities and subsequent water control
structure closings. As the resource management plan reads;
Note: Temporary closures of the boat bay and other bays will be allowed if salinities exceed the 5 PPT
limit at isohaline line no.2.
Human dimensions expanded during the fall of 1999, following the closure of gates due to elevated salinities
and an encounter with a representative from a group of local commercial fisherman to discuss gate openings.
The conversation started out as many others had over the years with accusations of mis-management and lack
of understanding by management. As the individual began to leave, frustrated and disgruntle, he was invited
back into the office where the matter could be discussed further and communications began. It was then that
the realization of how passionate and concerned the individual was about the topic. What was requested was
not the 100% openings, as many continue to request, but a compromise of what could be done to aid in their
livelihood while not jeopardizing the CCWP objectives. It started as a small bottom opening (1-2ft.) during lunar
cycles and/or frontal passages.
Several years of low rainfall and elevated salinities within Calcasieu Lake proved that extensive water control
structure closures were not an effective means of controlling and/or decreasing salinity levels without needed
rain, 2000 was a prime example. Experience proved it is not a question of if the 5 PPT limit will be exceeded; it
is when and how long. By the time the 5 PPT line is breached, CCWP water levels are generally low while
Calcasieu Lake levels are elevated. During 2000, water conditions within the CCWP facilitated some of the
greatest water control structure closures (appendix 3), which equated to some of the highest salinity readings
recorded. This could be attributed to drought conditions from 1999 persisting into the spring of 2000. At the
time, stakeholders other than resource managers were displeased with conditions within the CCWP, and
operations they perceived to adversely affect their wants and/or needs.
Proven time and time again, moderation of environmental conditions within the CCWP is obtainable for periods
of time; however, as dry conditions prevail salinity increases will continue to be experienced. Acceptance of
these undesired conditions as uncontrollable and not a direct result of management choices will allow
individuals to talk and discuss what could have curtailed or slowed the inevitable, while addressing other
stakeholders concerns. Agreed upon partial structure openings for estuarine organisms during lunar cycles
continued into 2000 as drought conditions prevailed. Requests for additional considerations continued to be
voiced at Advisory Committee meetings. Gate operations evolved, until a 36 hour lunar/frontal passage opening
of one deep gate at each structure was established in 2003. These agreed upon operations did not develop
overnight and was a progression of discussions with stakeholders at advisory committee meetings and
compromises on all sides to accomplish acceptance of the CCWP with most stakeholders.
If stakeholders continue to utilize portions of the resource management plan identifying their special interest,
ignoring environmental factors and human dimensions; operation of the CCWP will continue no differently into
the future than it has over the past 24 years. Many stakeholders key on extremes, and dwell on perceived
negative impacts, while overlooking the overall success of the CCWP in perpetuating and/or prolonging the life
of an important wetland system. Stakeholders continue to ignore environmental parameters proven to be
counterproductive with the resource management plan objectives and/or tolerances. Personal attacks will
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never accomplish consensus among stakeholders. In fact, personal attacks most likely create unwillingness of
individuals to work together toward common solutions. During development of the resource management plan,
resource dimensions were given greatest consideration. Many issues throughout the years can be attributed to
ineffective communications among stakeholders. A quote from Gomez, G. 2002 sums it up concisely “As many
of us realize, scientists and local people usually do not speak the same language, and they often come from very
different life experiences and vastly different perspectives. These differences tend to foster prejudice and fuel
mistrust, so that the two groups rarely communicate effectively.” Many times during Advisory Committee
meetings it has been voice by stakeholders that the management plan needs to be rewritten. Most do not want
to undertake this task, as it took nearly 20 years to establish the first plan and most do not have the desire to go
through the lengthy process once more.
CONCLUSION:
During USFWS’s 22-year tenure as CCWP operators, much controversy surrounded the CCWP and its
management, as diverse stakeholders expressed widely ranging expectations regarding the management
objectives of the CCWP. With USFWS operation responsibilities ending, the purpose of this report is to aid
future managers of the CCWP in making informed management decisions related to water control structure
manipulations.
Even-though the CCWP has been surrounded by controversy for the past 24+ years, it is hard to argue its success
in achieving the primary goal of curtailing marsh erosion. One only need compare marsh to water percentages
as identified within Cameron-Creole Watershed 2003 Vegetative Monitoring Report (NRCS 2007). Prior to
Hurricanes Rita (2005) and Ike (2008), NRCS data showed an increase in marsh of 9463 acres from 1988 to 2003,
an 8% increase within CCWP over the 15 year period. In addition, preliminary results from USGS National
Wetland Research Center (John Barras) land area trends between 1978 and 2004 showed slight land increase.
Immediately following Hurricane Rita land loss appeared to be significant, however, one cannot equate possible
damages had CCWP not been operational the previous 17 years. Recovery following hurricanes will be a slow
and arduous process, degradation of CCWP did not occur overnight, and its recovery will take time.
A cursory look at data collected over the years, indicates the Resource Management Plan, as written, is not
100% achievable throughout each and every year. One need only look at data to identify areas of the
management plan that could be modified while supporting overall objectives of the CCWP. Water levels and
salinities cannot be managed independent of one another, creating the need to identify changes that would
complement both objectives. Water level targets within the Resource Management Plan could to be revised to
improve salinity and estuarine organism goals. As Calcasieu Lake is the primary source of salinities within the
CCWP, water levels should be managed in association with mean lake elevations throughout the year. As mean
water levels within Calcasieu Lake fluctuate throughout the year, water levels within the CCWP could also be
managed within identified and agreed elevations. Salinities could also be managed within an identified and
agreed range, during periods of known elevated tides and salinities. Reference review for salinity tolerances of
intermediate marsh (oligohaline) indicates ranges of:
•
•

0.5-5ppt (http://www.USFWS.gov/wetlands/Documents/classwet/table2.htm)
1.9-8.3ppt (http://www.btnep.org/Libraries/Reports/Marsh_Vegetationtypes_of_Barataria_and_Terrebonne_Estuaries_1968-Present.sflb.ashx)
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•
•

2+-10ppt (http://www.americaswetlandresources.com/backgroundfacts/detailedstory/types_wetlands.htm)
3-10ppt (http://www.wlf.louisiana.gov/sites/default/files/pdf/document/33051-intermediatemarsh/intermediate_marsh.pdf)

As the fall equinox tides are generally the highest tides of the year associated with greatest salinities, relaxing
the tolerances to include identified and accepted ranges would allow minimal gate operations for estuarine
organism ingress/egress during critical periods important to concerned stakeholders. Vegetation should also be
able to tolerate slightly elevated salinities during this time of year, as many plants are becoming senescent
(dormant). Even if the Resource Management Plan were to be modified, one must not lose site that plan goals
will not be achievable each and every year, as environmental factors uncontrollable by humans will ultimately
determine water levels and salinities. During wet years water levels will general be elevated with lower
salinities, while dry years have generally low water levels with higher salinities.
It is apparent that the controversies surrounding the CCWP continue to revolve around stakeholder personal
expectations and operations perceived to negatively affect them. After 24 years of operation, these
controversies are not going to improve without a concerted effort by all stakeholders to come to some form of
agreement. As stated earlier in the report, many times it is easier to remove biological aspects of the project
and identify stakeholder’s wants to work toward an acceptable solution. Without knowing stakeholder specifics,
an agreeable compromise cannot be reached.
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APPENDIX I
CAMERON CREOLE WATERSHED MAP
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APPENDIX II
DETAILED CAMERON CREOLE WATERSHED PROJECT OPERATIONS
APRIL 1991-SEPTEMBER 2011:
Operations prior to April 1991 will not be covered in detail, as operations documentation is unavailable. Detailed
operations compiled from USFWS Biologist’s monthly management reports.
After the long and arduous process of developing the Cameron Creole Watershed Project, everyone was anxious to
put the approved Resource Management Plan into action. As outlined in the plan, phase one operations were
started. It was not long into the process that it was becoming apparent that the management was not going to be
as easily obtainable as once believed. By 1991, work had begun on the modifications to the water control structures
with the signing of a Memorandum of Understanding among LA Dept. of Wildlife and Fisheries, USFWS and Gravity
Drainage Districts #3&4. Proposed modifications would allow remote operation of the gates in response to tides,
storms and weather passages.
During the early years of operation, greatest emphasis was placed on phase one operations and the identified
partial drawdown of 6 inches below marsh elevation and trying to maintain salinities within target levels. An early
management report (Klett, September 1991) indicated that Gravity Drainage District #3 mandated that marsh water
levels be maintained at approximately 1.1 ft. (2 inches below normal marsh level) on established staff gauges. Early
in to the operation of the Cameron Creole Watershed Project, it was becoming evident that the two main
monitoring stations, along the established 12 PPT and 5 PPT isohaline line, used extensively during management
decisions was EC 6 and EC 7 respectively. This was partially due to Grand Bayou being the largest Bayou within the
system with the greatest influence, and that the southern portion of the project area routinely recorded the highest
salinities, whereas the northern portion of the project area recorded the lowest salinities.
1991:
Already in its third year of management the Cameron Creole Watershed Project continued in Phase 1 operations
(partial draw down). During the early portion of 1991, gates operations were restricted in attempts to maintain
and/or reduce salinity levels within the watershed. Minimal gate operations were conducted for ingress/egress of
estuarine organisms. Heavy rains during May and above average rainfall in June allowed gates to be completely
opened through late July. Water levels, 2.5 inches above marsh level, were recorded at the beginning of the July
(Fig. 10). By the end of the month, Evapotranspiration, low rainfall, receding water levels and increasing salinities
warranted gate reductions. Continued dry weather and low water levels warranted that gates remain closed
through mid-August. Flap gates were operated during this period in attempts to draw excess salt water from the
marsh. With little success the flap gates were later closed. Rains in mid-August allowed for restrictive gate
operations, including the Grand Bayou Boat Bay which remained open to accommodate Labor Day fisherman. High
salinities kept gate openings to a minimum in September. The only gate remaining open at the time was the boat
bay to accommodate fishermen. Although restrictive, these gate openings still provided ingress/egress of estuarine
organisms. Flap gates were not employed, as a good freshwater head was desired to keep saltwater in check and to
allow more gate openings later in the fall for shrimp egress. However, lack of precipitation coupled with tidal
activity caused salinities to increase by mid-September. Flap gates at Grand Bayou were open to draw saltier water
from the marsh and reclaim the 12 PPT line at EC 6. Two gates at Lambert and four gates at NoName Bayou were
opened September 18-21 (4 days) to accommodate shrimp egress during an approaching front. Following frontal
passage, gates were closed; the flap gates remained open in an effort to lower water levels to 1.1 ft. as mandated by
Gravity Drainage District 3. Unique weather during October allowed gates to be operated for estuarine organism
ingress/egress. High pressure systems dominated early October, lowering water levels within Calcasieu Lake
allowing water levels to recede to 1.05 ft. However, the high pressure system did not persist throughout the month,
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as low pressure and south winds returned, triple-X tides brought large volumes of salt water in the marsh. Salinity
levels at the 5 PPT isohaline line (EC 7) increased from 4.0 PPT to 16.1 PPT in less than a week (Fig 11.) Gates were
quickly closed to prevent further salt water intrusion. Grand Bayou flap gates were open in attempts to flush salt
water from the marsh. On October 30, 4 to 6 inches of rain decreased salinities slightly and increased water levels.
Frontal passages in November allowed for maximum gate openings. A cold front on November 1 brought record
low temperatures for this time of year. Water temperatures dropped dramatically, resulting in a documented
shrimp kill, the extent of the kill was unknown. Frontal passages and high pressure allowed water levels within the
marsh to recede to approximately 1.1 ft. December rains over the watershed and to the north resulted in lower
salinities within Calcasieu Lake allowing for liberal gate openings allowing for ingress/egress of estuarine organisms.
Water levels remained at or slightly above normal marsh level during early December. Grand bayou flap gates were
open during the last half of December to reduce water levels to one to two inches below marsh level as mandated
by Gravity Drainage District #3. If was hoped that lower water levels would help facilitate an early spring drawdown
in February, weather permitting. During previous years, heavy rains during the spring and early summer had
precluded the system from achieving its initial two year described drawdown, 1992 would be the fourth year to
attempt the Phase I drawdown.

Figure 10: 1991 Water Level Comparisons at EC 6 (12 PPT) and EC 7 (5 PPT) isohaline lines.
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Figure 11: 1991 Salinity Comparisons at EC 6 (12 PPT) and EC 7 (5 PPT) isohaline lines.
1992:
Hopes of continued low waters were short lived, as over ten inches of rain fell during January, resulting in high water
levels and low salinities throughout the marsh. All lakeshore water control structures were open to try and alleviate
flooding. For complete listing of gate openings by percent open from 1992 – 2011 see Appendix 3. These gate
openings also allowed for maximum ingress/egress of estuarine organisms.
Continued rains in February prolonged flooding, with water levels 3 – 4 inches above marsh elevation most of the
month. All structures remained open. Water levels within the Gulf Intracoastal Water Way (GIWW) were also
elevated, with water cresting over the GIWW spoil bank in at least nine locations. By the end of the month water
levels had equalized between the GIWW and Cameron Creole, dropping approximately 1 inch.
With continuing high water all gates remained open through the beginning of March. Several dry frontal passages
allowed water levels to recede. By mid-March gate closings were made to prevent influx of saltwater. Water levels
continued to decrease to 0.9 ft. (Fig. 12), additional gate closures were initiated to maximize net movement of water
out of the marsh. All flap gates remained open to take advantage of outgoing tides.
Weather conditions in April were favorable for continuation of spring drawdown efforts. The boat bay and one gate
at Lambert and Peconi were open the first week in April to accommodate ingress/egress of estuarine organisms. To
further facilitate the drawdown, all gates except the boat bay and flap gates were closed April 9 aft.er most brown
shrimp recruitment had occurred. Water levels remained near the 1.1 ft. elevation target. A late spring cold front
moved through during the end of April allowing gate openings at Lambert and Peconi to take advantage of lower
than normal tides. The openings were successful in lowering water levels to 0.7 ft. in four days. However, the
drawdown was short lived once again, as 7-11 inches of rain fell on the watershed April 29, increasing water levels
to 1.8 ft. All gates were open May 1 to remove flood waters and reduce water levels.
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On May 4, an unusually strong cold front moved through the area bringing high pressure and north winds. Water
levels dropped from 1.5 ft. to 1.1 ft. in five days. To further drawdown efforts, all gates, except the boat bay and
flap gates, were once again closed. This was done to prevent saltwater from being drawn into the marsh. Water
levels receded to 09-1.0 ft. All Gates at Lambert and Peconi Bayou were opened May 15 in hopes that the triple-X
tides would flush additional water from the system dropping water levels even further. However, tidal amplitudes
for outgoing and incoming tides were equal and water levels did not change over the three day period. The rather
large exchange of water between the marsh and lake elevated salinities from 0.9 PPT to 4.1 PPT (Fig.13) at the 12
PPT isohaline line (EC 6) and from 0.6 PPT to 1 PPT at the 5 PPT isohaline line (EC 7). From May 18-21 salinities more
than doubled as a result of southerly winds. On May 25, the boat bay was closed during the week and only opened
on weekends. These gate closures prevented additional increases in salinities and water levels, while providing
access to fishermen during high use periods.
During early June all lakeshore gates were closed due to high salinities. Weak tides and a Bermuda high allowed for
some restricted gate openings. Grand Bayou Flap gates remained open as part of the project’s drawdown plan. Hot
dry weather persisted into July, coupled with strong tides; most gates were closed to prevent additional high saline
waters from entering area, aggravated by low water conditions. To further control the influx of salt water, the boat
bay was only opened on weekends when sport fishing the highest. Salinities have been slow to increase at Peconi
because of the lower lake salinities at the north end of the watershed and the more developed marsh structure
that appears to impede saltwater movement into the interior. Also saltier lake water is draw south down the
borrow canal away from Peconi as a result of higher elevations at the north end of the watershed and a unique
counter clockwise circulation pattern generated when water is draw quickly through Grand Bayou and East
Prong by low pressure systems. Wide spread thunderstorms the last half of the month, along with weak to
moderate tides, allowed for extended gate openings for all structures through the end of July. This included
Mangrove and NoName which were opened to increase water circulation and improve water quality. The rains
brought high water levels back to the marsh (1.40 - 1.45 ft.) by July 27. Flap gates were opened to remove

Figure 12: 1992 Water Level Comparisons at EC 6 (12 PPT) and EC 7 (5 PPT) isohaline lines.
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Figure 13: 1992 Salinity Comparisons at EC 6 (12 PPT) and EC 7 (5 PPT) isohaline lines.
excess water. Flapping out, along with the other gate openings at this time brought water levels down to 1.35
ft. by month's end.
Weather conditions were fairly dry during August. Though rain was sparse throughout most of the month,
thunderstorms helped maintain good freshwater head (1.30 - 1.35 ft.) allowing gate openings with little saltwater
intrusion. Gate openings provided ingress/egress of estuarine organisms, as well as fishermen. Gates at Mangrove
Bayou WCS were open to increase water circulation and improve water quality in an area which has traditional
suffered from low dissolved oxygen content. Flap gates were open to reduce water levels (1.1 ft.) as mandated by
the Gravity Drainage District #3 and to stimulate the growth of both annual and perennial marsh vegetation. Gates
at NoName Bayou WCS were not opened in an effort to reduce introduction of saline waters and to maintain more
uniform salinities throughout the borrow canal. Marsh conditions changed quickly during the third week in August.
Low water levels promoted by dry weather conditions, flapping out and light north winds resulted in an influx of
saltwater on August 19. Salinities at EC6 jumped from 0.9 PPT to 7.5 PPT in 2 days. It was evident that flapping out
when water levels are low (1.1 ft. or less) creates a negative pressure or low area along Grand Bayou. If gates are
open at Grand Bayou or Lambert Bayou at the same time, this negative pressure area draws water up Grand Bayou
very quickly. While localized, salinities can migrate east and north through the system. Also, north winds coupled
with flap gate openings quickly draws saltier water into the marsh through Peconi Bayou, a result of flapping
creating a negative pressure at Peconi Bayou. Use of flap gates during low water conditions should be strongly
discouraged. Closing of flap gates corrected this condition, allowing saltwater spike to settle out. As Hurricane
Andrew approach, flap gates were opened August 25 to aid in removal of any excess water caused by the expected
storm surge, all other gates remained closed. Fortunately, the Hurricane bypassed the area producing moderate
winds (30 - 40 mph) and little rain. The flap gates were closed two days after storm passage. The boat bay was
opened the last weekend of the month to provide for fishermen access and to provide limited ingress/egress of
estuarine organisms. Though salinities were moderate prior to the boat bay opening (4.8 PPT at EC6 and 0.7 PPT at
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EC7), salinities increased quickly over the weekend to 12.3 PPT. and 11.6 at EC6 and EC4 respectively. No gates
were open at month's end to control saltwater intrusion.
Dry weather conditions continued into September, salinities remained high and gates remained closed. Flap gates
were open September 4 to draw saltier water out of the marsh to reduce salinities. The boat bay was also opened
to provide fishermen access over the Labor Day weekend and provide ingress/egress estuarine organisms. The flap
gates removed saltier water from the marsh; however, because of low water levels (1.1 ft.) it was quickly replaced
by high salinity lake water. Salinities at EC7 increased from 2.3 PPT to 7.5 PPT over the holiday. Gates were closed
to slow saltwater intrusion; flap gates were opened September 11 to reduce salinities and provide egress of white
shrimp. Flapping did little to reduce salinities or water levels. However, even with 1.4 inches of rain, salinities
increased. Strong south winds September 21 - 22, resulted in above average tides introducing saltwater even
though only the 6 inch slots at each structure were open. Salinities at EC7 increased from 5.6 PPT to 8.5 PPT in one
day. Water levels remained near normal levels. Any water removed by flapping was quickly replaced by saltier lake
water. A frontal passage and associated rains moved through the area on September 23, reducing salinities to 2.7
PPT and 7.6 PPT at EC7 and EC6 respectively.
The boat bay and flap gates were open following a cold front the first week of October, in an effort to lower water
levels to 1.1 ft. However, high pressure and north winds were not strong enough to compensate the unusually high
tides being produced in Calcasieu Lake (1.8 ft.) and water levels rose from 1.3 to 1.4 ft. over a 7 day period. While
the flap gates were effective at moving water out of the system, the created negative pressure quickly drew saltier
lake waters into the marsh. In a week, salinities jumped from 1.8 PPT to 11 PPT at the 5PPT isohaline line (EC7) with
double digit salinities being observed throughout the marsh. Gates opened on October 8, during a frontal passage,
to move shrimp and reduce water levels was closed the next day to prevent further saltwater intrusion. The boat
bay and flap gates remained open over the Columbus Day weekend to provide for fishermen access. Salinities
peaked at 12 PPT at the 5 PPT isohaline line (EC7) and 17 PPT at the 12 PPT. isohaline line (EC6) on October 13.
Gates were open on daytime outgoing tides only after the holiday weekend in an effort to lower water levels, move
shrimp out of the marsh and reduce salinities - none of which was accomplished. Heavy rains (2 inches) and a cold
front moved through on October 16, allowing gate openings over the weekend. Though the boat bay was open to
current it was closed to fishermen access over this weekend. Reasons for this action are unclear. Due to high
salinities all gates except the flap gates were closed October 20 to maintain salinities. Two flap gates at Grand
Bayou were closed to reduce the loss of the freshwater head and prepare for cold fronts and white shrimp egress.
Gates were once again opened on strong outgoing tides on October 26 to allow egress of shrimp. The remaining
flap gates were closed October 28 to reduce the loss of freshwater head. More liberal gate openings were made the
last few days of the month in an effort to provide better egress for white shrimp and to appease irate fishermen
upset over the extended closure of the boat bay. A number of gates were open to crest level to provide egress of
white shrimp on a weak cold front and to keep salinities from increasing rapidly. The boat bay was open on
Halloween weekend to provide additional egress of shrimp and fishermen access.
Weather conditions during November were characterized by strong wet Pacific cold fronts, followed by periods
of low pressure and south winds. Tides remained high throughout November keeping water levels in Calcasieu
Lake elevated. Gate openings were made November 4, 12, and 25 in association with cold fronts to maximize
ingress/egress of estuarine organisms; modify salinities and; reduce water levels. Following the fronts gates
openings were reduced to slow influx of saltwater and keep water levels from increasing. Even with 3.25 inches
of rain falling November 1, Salinities remained high as well as water levels (1.5 - 1.6 ft.) During the November 4,
frontal passage, cold temperatures and strong north winds reduced salinities and water levels. Salinities at EC7
dropped from 8.6 PPT to 2.8 PPT in two days and water levels dropped from 1.55 ft. to 1.25. With the return of
south winds, gate openings were reduced. A second front moved through the area November 12 and reduced
salinities and water levels further. These fronts were instrumental in aiding egress of white shrimp. Persistent
strong south winds in late November increased salinities and water levels. By November 21, salinities increased
to 4.8 PPT and 16.8 PPT at EC 7 and EC6 respectively and water levels jumped to 1.6 ft. Fortunately a third
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frontal passage reduced water levels and salinities. By month's end, salinities had dropped to 5 PPT or less
throughout the marsh and water levels approached 1.0 ft. The boat bay was closed to public access November
21 - Dec 5 to provide sanctuary to wintering waterfowl during the waterfowl hunting season.
December water levels were low (1.0 ft.) the first week of the month due to a strong dry frontal system with strong
north winds and high pressure. Gate openings were reduced early in December to prevent an influx of saltwater
from the lake as southerly winds returned. This weather coupled with strong tides resulted in water levels and
salinities slowly increasing through mid-month. Salinities peaked at 5.8 PPT at the 12 PPT isohaline line (EC6) on
December 21 while water levels fluctuated between 1.35 - 1.40 ft. Strong low tides and high water levels in the
marsh prompted the opening of additional gates on December 17 in an effort to reduce water levels. By the end of
the month water levels receded to 1.15 ft. and salinities at the 5 PPT isohaline line (EC7) and the 12 PPT isohaline
line (EC6) were 0.55 and 1.40 PPT, respectively.
1993:
Water levels at the start of the year remained low at 1.1 ft. (Fig. 14). Salinities began to increase near the lake,
indicating a shift from predominately outgoing tides to incoming tides. Heavy rainfall the second week of January
(4.5 inches) increased water levels to 1.5 ft. by January 11. Fortunately, outgoing tides following rains helped reduce
water levels and to 1.3 ft. by January 18. Water levels were near normal (1.35 ft.) and salinities well below the
guidelines set by the Natural Resource Management Plan. Rainfall of 4 - 6 inches occurred January 20, increasing
water levels to 1.85 ft. while reducing salinities. A frontal passage on January 24, persisted for three days, aiding
in reducing flood waters. An additional front occurred shortly after, January 29, reducing water levels further.
Low tides and high pressure reduced water levels to 1.0 ft by February 19. The continuous outflow of flood
waters, reduced salinities throughout the CCWP to near 0.0 PPT. As water levels were low and south winds
returned, all gates except the flap gates and the boat bay were closed due to increasing tides threatening
drawdown efforts. The boat bay was later closed February 28, to combat increasing incoming tides caused by
south winds and increasing lunar tide activity.
Rains on March 2 increased water levels to 1.3 - 1.4 ft. Additional gate openings were made on a persistent high
pressure system to try and reduce water levels. By March 8, water levels had receded to 1.0 - 1.1 ft. Gate
openings were reduced to lessen the effect of incoming tides. An unusually late frontal passage on March 12
produced 3 days of 20 mph north winds. North winds and low tides reduced water levels to 0.65 - 0.80 ft.
Dominating outgoing tides held salinities at or below 5.0 PPT. Low water levels were short-lived. Rains gradually
increased water levels to 1.25 ft. Additional gates were open on March 25 to remove some of this excess water.
Absence of frontal passages and increasing tides made reducing water levels difficult.
Water levels receded to 0.8 - 0.9 ft. by April 3, salinities slowly increased, but remained below the management
plan tolerances. Gate openings were reduced to prevent lake waters from increasing water levels and salinities.
Two low pressure systems the following week, produced over 5 inches of rain. Additional gates were open to
remove excess water (1.25 ft. and rising); however, gate openings were ineffective as strong south winds
prevented water from exiting the CCWP and GIWW. Water levels continued to increase to 1.5 ft. by April 12.
NoName and Mangrove Bayou structures were opened to remove flood waters once south winds subsided.
Additional rain (1 inch) increased water levels to 1.7 ft. by April 19. Salinities remained extremely low as a result
of the movement of flood waters through the watershed.
Strong south winds and continued rains (2.75 inches) kept water levels at 1.40 - 1.50 ft. during May.
Fortunately, abundant freshwater kept salinities from increasing quickly. Salinities at the 5 PPT. isohaline line
remained below 1 PPT (Fig. 15) and those near the lake at EC6 and EC12 increased slightly to 2.9 PPT and 3.9 PPT
respectively. As south winds subsided and little rain fell in late May, water levels receded to 1.24 ft. Salinities
also decreased slightly as additional water exited the CCWP. Even with water levels near normal, increasing
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south winds at the end of May resulted in increased salinities. This increase was compounded by use of flap
gates, creating a negative pressure, pulling saltier lake water deep into the marsh. Salinities at the 5 PPT
isohaline line jumped from 0.4 to 3.3 PPT and those at the 12 PPT isohaline line increased from 0.9 to 7.6 PPT
over a weekend. Most gates were closed to reduce introduction of additional salinities, however, a few gates
remained open to allow fishermen access and ingress/egress of estuarine organisms. Strong lunar tides
prevented removal of water from marsh.
June gate manipulations were minimal, with Lambert and Peconi Bayou structures open to crest level to slow
introduction of saltier lake water while providing limited water flow for ingress/egress of estuarine organisms.
The boat bay was open weekends to maximize public access during peak use periods while controlling saltwater
intrusion. Flap gates were not employed due to the large head differential created by flapping out, resulting in
introduction of saltier lake waters. Isolated thunderstorms and a tropical depression the third week of June
produced 9.1 inches of rain; increasing 1.78 ft. Strong south winds and elevated tides prevented water from
exiting the watershed. The combination of high water, moderate salinities and hot temperatures resulted in
pockets of white water throughout the marsh.

Figure 14: 1993 Water Level Comparisons at EC 6 (12 PPT) and EC 7 (5 PPT) isohaline lines.
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Figure 15: 1993 Salinity Comparisons at EC 6 (12 PPT) and EC 7 (5 PPT) isohaline lines.
Water levels began to recede (1.4 ft.) by July 6, as south winds subsided. As water levels decreased and
freshwater was drawn through the system, salinities decreased and allowed ingress/egress of estuarine
organisms. As water levels receded to 1.0 ft. by end of July, additional gates were closed. A strong Bermuda
high over the area and weak south winds kept water levels in the lake low, preventing an influx of saltwater.
Dry weather conditions continued during August, decreasing water levels to 0.85 - 9.0 ft. Salinities remained
moderate due to a dominate Bermuda high, weak south winds, and weak tidal activity. These conditions
allowed gate openings for ingress/egress of estuarine organisms and public access to the refuge.
Salinities during early September continued to increase, forcing closure of all gates on September 9, with the
exception of the boat bay which remained open to crest level. Strong winds, low pressure and elevated tides in
Calcasieu Lake introduced high salinity waters the second week in September. Salinities at the 12 PPT isohaline
line (EC6) increased from 11.3 PPT to 23 PPT in 5 days and the crest gate of the boat bay was closed in an effort
to slow saltwater intrusion. Drought conditions continued, resulting in continued gate closures. A frontal
passage the last week in September allowed limited gate openings for ingress/egress of estuarine organisms and
public access. As long as dry weather conditions persist, gate openings will be timed during frontal passages.
The high barometric pressure and consistent north winds associated with cold fronts minimizes saltwater
intrusion during these gate manipulations while maximizing estuarine organism egress.
Unfortunately, no strong fronts moved through the area during early October. Three back-to-back cold fronts
plus some badly needed rain fell during the last half of October, moderating salinities, and allowing extended
openings of most gates. Predominately outgoing tides provided egress of estuarine organisms while limiting
saltwater intrusion.
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Continued rains in November increased water levels to 1.8 ft. while reducing salinities. In an effort to reduce
water levels, all lakeshore gates were opened the second week of November. Low lunar tides and frontal
passages lowered water levels to 1.0 ft. by the end of the month.
Frontal passages and associated low tides continued to decrease water levels. By end of December water levels
had receded to 0.7 ft.* As water levels receded, salinities at the 12 PPT isohaline line (EC6) decreased from 11.6
PPT to 3.3 PPT over a two week period and those at the 5 PPT isohaline line (EC7) decreased from 2.7 PPT to 1.2
PPT. High salinities in the lake prevented the use of the flap gates at Grand Bayou, as opening flap gates would
have maintain low water levels briefly, but would also create a head differential near the lake that would rapidly
draw saltwater into the marsh.
Concerns over water management in the watershed shifted from shrimp ingress/egress and salinities to water
levels (USFWS 1993). Local citizens have complained that the project and related management were holding
water levels higher than pre-project implementation. While the project reduced salinities, it slowed freshwater
flow out of the marsh, due to protection levee and water control structures.
1994:
* All 1994 water level readings were recorded from new staff gauges installed on the watershed in 1993. The
conversion factor is 0.3 ft. (1.1 ft. on the old gauges is 0.8 ft. on the new ones). All previous water levels sited
were recorded on staff gauges previously installed and do not reflect corrected levels.
Very low January tides coupled with several dry cold fronts, dropped water levels further and held salinities
steady through the first half of January. Gate openings were minimal to provide fishermen access and
ingress/egress estuarine organisms, while preventing an influx of saltwater intrusion.
In response to low water levels and low winter tides, the flap gates at Grand Bayou were open February 7 to
initiate an early drawdown. Continued dry weather and north winds reduced water levels to 0.6 ft. (Fig. 16)
while maintaining low salinities. Early success of the drawdown in the watershed created a head differential
between the marsh and the GIWW of more than 1/2 ft. Because of the several large breaches in the GIWW, it
may be difficult to maintain a drawdown with this much water flowing into the watershed from the north.
The watershed's drawdown was in full swing in early March. Factors that prompted an early drawdown
included: 1) low water levels from dry weather conditions 2) low winter tides 3) occurrence of regular cold
fronts that, and 4) minimal impacts to estuarine fisheries during this time of the year. Water levels averaged
O.2-0.4 ft. below normal marsh level. The flap gates and boat bay at Grand Bayou remained open to maximize
drawdown efforts, minimized salt water intrusion and provide ingress/egress of estuarine organisms and
fishermen access. South winds in late February increased salinities at the 5 PPT isohaline line (EC7) to 5.2 PPT
(Fig. 17), the boat bay was closed to prevent further influx of saltwater and increases in water levels.
With little rain in March, water levels remained 0.5 - 0.6 ft. (0.3 - 0.4 ft. below normal marsh level). Spring
drought conditions continued through the first week of April. Even with little rain, salinities remained low, 3.3
PPT and 5.0 PPT at the 5 PPT and 12 PPT isohaline line respectively. Unusually late fronts and persistent high
pressure prevented an influx of saltwater from Calcasieu Lake. Salinities in the Calcasieu Lake remained
moderate.
Drawdown efforts continue with some success. To maximize efforts, only the flap gates at Grand Bayou
remained open through the end of March. Minimum water levels consistently maintained during 1994's draw
down was 0.6 ft. even with the continued dry weather conditions. The Cameron Creole Watershed is not a
closed system and while gate manipulations facilitated lower water levels, water levels could only be maintained
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at levels present in the Mermatau Basin and Calcasieu Lake. While properly timed gate manipulations can
extend a draw down, dry weather conditions and lower water levels throughout the Mermentau Basin and
Calcasieu Lake are needed to complete and maintain it.
Strong south winds in April, increasing both water levels and salinities. Incoming tides provided ingress of
estuarine organisms, even though only one gate at Peconi and the boat bay were the only gates open. As in
years past, the WCS slots remain open to provide ingress/egress of estuarine fisheries. Water levels increased
to 1.1 ft. by late April. The flap gates were closed at this time because they were ineffective in bringing water
levels down. Instead, flap gates increased introduction of saltwater by removing large volumes of fresher water
from the CCWP on low tides, creating low water areas quickly replaced by saltier lake water.
It was evident that the draw down effort did little to drop water levels any further or faster than the surrounding
Mermentau Basin. Heavy thunderstorms on April 15, brought substantial rainfall to the Mermentau Basin and
areas further north. Water levels in the GIWW increased from 1.6 to 2.1 ft., and resulted in major water flows
into the watershed, contributing to the high water situation.
In early May, water levels throughout the marsh and the Mermentau Basin were high, creating good freshwater
head. Salinities remained relatively stable. High water levels (1.1 ft.) resulted in the termination of the
drawdown program.
Weather through mid-June was dominated by high pressure allowing extended gate openings. Salinities and
water levels slowly increased due to evapotranspiration and introduction of saltwater from high tides, however,
salinities stayed within management plan limits. Rainfall in mid-June added to the high water situation
generated by high tides (water levels rose to 1.1 ft.) and forced the opening of all major lakeshore gates
including the flap gates at Grand Bayou.
Dry weather conditions, high evapotranspiration and low tides reduced water levels, while salinities increased.
Early July water levels were 0.7 ft. and salinities at EC7 and EC6 were 0.2 PPT and 3.5 PPT respectively. Gate
openings were reduced to one opening at each of the major lakeshore structures to maintain a freshwater head
and to maximize gate openings through the summer.
Thunderstorm activity from a stalled cool front and remnants of Hurricane Alberto produced 3.5-4.0 inches in
precipitation on the watershed from July 8-11, increasing water levels to 1.15 ft. Salinities however, increased
to 2.8 at the 5 PPT isohaline line (EC7) and to 6.2 PPT at the 12 isohaline line (EC6) indicating average water
levels in Calcasieu Lake were higher than the CCWP. Opening additional gates would do nothing to reduce
water levels, but would increase salinities. Salinities quickly decreased and water levels remained high
indicating a predominant outgoing tide (possibly the result of increased freshwater moving down from further
north generated by the previous low pressure systems). All gates with the exception of the flap gates at Grand
Bayou were open in an effort to reduce water levels. Flap gates remained closed to prevent influx of saltwater
and to maximize gate openings through the summer. High pressure and light winds allowed extended gate
openings through July, providing ingress/egress of estuarine organisms.
Salinities and tides increased in early August and gate openings were reduced to one gate opening at each of the
major structures. Salinities slowly increased to 10 PPT at EC6 (12 PPT isohaline line) by mid-August; however,
salinities at the 5 PPT isohaline line (EC7) stayed at 0.5 PPT. Water levels also rose to 0.9 ft. at this time. Water
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levels continued to rise to 1.05 ft. and the flap gates were opened in an effort to bring water levels down and
keep salinities in check.
By mid-September, additional rains and increasing tides elevated water levels to 1.35 ft. Salinities at the 12 PPT
isohaline line (EC6) rose to 11 PPT, while salinities at the 5 PPT isohaline line stayed under 2 PPT. The explosive
growth of submerged vegetation in the large bodies of open water on the east side of the watershed over the
last couple of years reduced the counterclockwise water circulation, reducing the rapid exchange of saltwater
from Calcasieu Lake through Grand Bayou and East Prong. Threat of heavy rains from an approaching tropical
wave and cold front prompted the opening of all gates on September 15. The rains did not materialize;
however, the cold front pushed through the area leaving behind high pressure and north winds. These weather
conditions coupled with a slack tide and high marsh water levels created a predominately outgoing tide.
Salinities remained in check and water levels stabilized.

Figure 16: 1994 Water Level Comparisons at EC 6 (12 PPT) and EC 7 (5 PPT) isohaline lines.
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Figure 17: 1994 Salinity Comparisons at EC 6 (12 PPT) and EC 7 (5 PPT) isohaline lines.
High tides in early October, low marsh water levels, and south winds resulted in a rather quick increase in
salinities. Salinities at the 12 PPT isohaline line (EC6) increased from 3.0 PPT to 16.5 PPT in three days. Gate
openings were reduced to slow further saltwater intrusion. Along with an influx of saltwater, elevated tides
increased water levels to 1.2 ft. Most gates were open October 7 in anticipation of a frontal passage and
associated north winds. However, a low pressure system (remnant of Pacific tropical storm Rosa) settled over
the area during the weekend of October 14, bringing rain and strong east/southeast winds. Salinities and water
levels increased, but were buffered as winds were from the east and tides were moderate. Salinities at the 5
PPT line rose to 7 PPT. Gates remained open in anticipation of the freshening of Calcasieu Lake and surrounding
marshes from heavy rains north and east of the watershed.
Due to the success of the watershed project, the refuge has adopted a more liberal approach in regards to gate
manipulations. Improved water management has increased vegetation or structure in the marsh. As a result,
water does not flow back and forth as quickly as in the past. This has slowed the influx of saltwater from
Calcasieu Lake and has allowed for more extended gate openings. These extended gate openings should
improve marsh conditions in the saltwater and brackish areas by providing more flushing action. This should
improve water circulation and possibly keep water levels lower close to the lake which should stimulate addition
marsh growth.
Optimum weather conditions allowed for maximum gate openings during late October and early November.
Weak frontal passages moderated salinities and allow water levels to recede slowly. Gate openings provided
egress of remaining white shrimp. The flap gates at Grand Bayou were closed in late October to prevent an
influx in saltwater from very high magnitude tides. Tides dropped the second week in November helping reduce
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water levels and salinities further. Water levels dropped from a high of 1.45 ft. on October 19 to 1.0 ft. by
November 12. Salinities at the 5 PPT isohaline line (EC7) were 13 PPT on October 21 but dropped to 8 PPT by
October 26 and held steady through the first week in November. Even though salinities were elevated
somewhat at EC7, salinities quickly declined to the east and the north, a result of the dense growth of
submerged vegetation slowing saltwater intrusion into the large open bodies of water on the east side of the
watershed. The production of both emergent and submerged vegetation has resulted in more sustained water
levels in the northeast portion of the watershed. During frontal passages, water levels do not recede as rapidly
as areas closer to Calcasieu Lake.
Low tides during early/Mid-November allowed water levels to recede to 0.9 ft., while salinities remained low.
With the return of elevated tides the third week of November, salinities increased. All gates were closed
November 21 to accommodate waterfowl hunters by attempting to maintain water levels within CCWP. Gates
were closed only after water levels were reduced to 0.9 ft. as requested by Cameron Parish Gravity Drainage
District #3, project sponsor. This compromise provided adequate water for navigation by waterfowl hunters and
satisfied Drainage Board constituency concerns about high water and possible flooding.
Water levels increase to1.1 ft. December 7, following heavy rains (3 inches), at which time, all gates were
opened in an effort to lower water levels to 0.9 ft. as previously requested. A strong frontal passage on
December 9 reduced salinities and decreased water levels at EC 6 to 0.6 ft (6 inch drop) in only 4 days. However,
low water condition was localized near EC 6, as areas in the east half of the watershed decreased by only 1/2
inch. Water flows out of these areas were restricted by submerged vegetation, a product of improved
conditions within the CCWP. Gates were closed to allow the water to equalize. By December 16, water levels
stabilized at 0.8 ft. Salinities were 1.5 PPT at the 5 PPT isohaline line (EC7), all gates were closed in an effort to
conserve water for waterfowl hunters on the watershed. Little or no rain fell through the end of December so
no change in salinities or water levels was experienced.
1995:
Heavy rains ushered in the New Year, increasing water levels to 1.1 ft. (Fig. 18). Through an informal agreement
among Gravity Drainage District #3 and Miami Corporation, the gates remained closed during the Louisiana
Waterfowl Hunting Season as long as water levels remained below 1.0 ft. In response to this agreement, gates
were open to relieve any flooding on the Back Ridge resulting from recent rains and to help bring water levels to
1.0 ft. or lower. Water levels once again decreased significantly to 0.6 ft. near EC 6, while remaining higher in
the extreme south, east and northeast portions of the watershed. Continued rains, lower tide elevations and
frontal passages allowed maximum gate openings, resulting in very low water levels and salinities on the
watershed. A strong cold front moved through the area in mid-January generating several days of strong north
winds and high barometric pressure. Coupled with the lowest tides of the season, water levels decreased from
0.6 ft. in the center of the watershed (EC6) on January 17 to 0.15 ft. by January 20 - the lowest water levels
recorded since the CCWP operations began in 1989. However, areas along the perimeter of the watershed did
not show the same marked decrease. Only four miles inland from EC6, EC7 water levels were 0.65 ft. - a full half
ft. higher, due to the explosive growth of submerged and emergent vegetation on the watershed. Water from
the periphery of the watershed is slow to move out of these outlining areas and into the center of the
watershed due to the vegetation and the resistance it provides. The result is varying water levels throughout
the watershed for short durations. If rainfall is not a factor, the water equalizes over time. Following the frontal
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passage, water levels at the 5 PPT and 12 PPT isohaline line took approximately one week to stabilize at 0.35 0.45 ft. Most other areas stabilized within two weeks. Continued frontal passages reduced water levels further
to 0.2 - 0.25 ft. by mid-February. These conditions also maintained low salinities throughout the watershed, well
below management plan guidelines. Water levels continued to recede to 0.0 - 0.05 ft. (nearly 1 ft. below normal
marsh level) and salinities at the 5 PPT isohaline line remained at 1 PPT or less (Fig. 19).
Weather conditions in March increased both water levels and salinities. Frontal passages decreased allowing
low pressure and south winds to return. Water levels in Calcasieu Lake increased introducing water into the
marsh and increasing water levels. Normal gates operations would be to reduce openings in an effort to
maintain low water levels important for marsh restoration during this critical early growing season. However,
increased rainfall (3.65 inches from February 27 - March 7) and the threat of severe thunderstorms (3 - 5 inches
predicted to fall on March 13 - 15) mandated that gates remain open to handle any flooding that might occur.
As a result of the changes in weather and tides, water levels increased slowly to 0.4 - 0.5 ft. (1/2 ft. below
normal marsh level) by March 13 and then increased dramatically to 1.3 ft. (3.5 inches above normal marsh
level) by March 15 due to a strong front that stalled over the area, bringing strong south winds and heavy rains
of 2 - 3 inches.
By April 10, Water levels rose to 1.95 ft. After recording the lowest water levels on the watershed of 0.15 ft. in
January, April started with some of the highest recorded. This dramatic increase in water levels was the result of
increased rainfall throughout the watershed, Mermentau and Calcasieu River Basins and areas north. Three
Pacific fronts produced over 7 inches of rain over a three week period. Water levels at the Gulf Intracoastal
Waterway (GIWW) were 3.2 ft. by April 10 with water cresting over the GIWW levee into the watershed. Muddy
flood water from the GIWW was observed as far south as Mosquito Lake and Peconi Bayou. In response to the
flood conditions, all gates at NoName and Mangrove structure were opened in early April. High water situation
was compounded by increasing lunar tides preventing removal of excess water. Continued rains north of the
project area kept water levels in the Gulf Intracoastal Waterway (Mermentau Basin) at 2.5 - 3.0 ft. above crest
stage for the GIWW levee. Salinities remained low, well within target goals.
Even with low salinities, large numbers of post larvae brown shrimp recruitment was documented during
fisheries sampling following incoming tides during the peak migration. Fresh marsh conditions during spring led
to an early explosion of submerged aquatic vegetation throughout most of the watershed. A good portion of
Peconi Bayou and North Prong were choked with water milfoil, pond weed and fanwort. Water hyacinth was
also documented for the first time on the East Cove Unit of Cameron Prairie NWR. As salinities increase water
hyacinth will disappear on the refuge. Jamaican sawgrass has also established small colonies along East Prong.
Following several unseasonal frontal passages in late May early June, water levels receded to 0.95 ft. by June 13.
As very little water movement was occurring at NoName and Mangrove Bayou, gates were closed to prevent
introduction of saltier lake waters. Though water conditions in the watershed were thought to be less than ideal
for shrimp production, fisheries samples indicated in good numbers of shrimp. Much of the success was
attributed to good recruitment. Weather conditions for good recruitment (strong incoming tides during peak
recruitment periods) appear to be as important as water quality for shrimp production.
As water levels receded to 0.6 ft. by the end of June, gate openings were reduced at Lambert and Peconi Bayou
to reduce introduction of Calcasieu Lake waters and maximize low water management efforts. Other gates
remained open to provide ingress/egress of estuarine organisms and provied water circulation. Unfortunately
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conditions were short lived, as an upper level disturbance in early July, producing 5 - 6 inches of rain, increased
water levels to 1.15 ft. Low pressure and strong south winds kept water levels high in the lake so no additional
gates were opened. Only when high pressure and low lunar tides returned to the area during the second week
of July were all gates opened in an effort to remove excess water, allowing water levels to decrease to 0.75 ft.
Rains (0.5 - 1.5 inches) and elevated lake levels increased water levels to 0.9 - 1.0 ft. Even though water levels
were low throughout a good portion of the month, salinities remained moderate.
High pressure, low tides and dry conditions in late July aided in reducing water levels from 0.9 ft. to 0.6 ft. by
July 28. The extended dry weather condition the last half of the month however, resulted in salinities slowly
increasing. Tropical Storm Dean moved through the area over the weekend of July 28 producing 2.5 - 6.8 inches
of rainfall. Increased precipitation and high tides generated by the tropical storms increased water levels to 1.3
ft. by August 1st. Even with the high rainfall salinities increased dramatically. The storm surge pushed saltwater
far into Calcasieu Lake. On August 1, an approximate 2 ft. head differential of almost pure saltwater (33 PPT)
was being forced into the CCWP. Salinities rapidly increased to 12 PPT at the 5 PPT isohaline line and all
remaining gates were closed.

Figure 18: 1995 Water Level Comparisons at EC 6 (12 PPT) and EC 7 (5 PPT) isohaline lines.
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Figure 19: 1995 Salinity Comparisons of EC 6 (12 PPT) and EC 7 (5 PPT) isohaline lines.
Tides slacked following TS Dean, with predicted rains and north winds associated with Hurricane Erin forecasted
for landfall near New Orleans; all gates were opened in an effort to move water out of the system. Hurricane
Erin took an unexpected turn to the north into Pensacola and southwest Louisiana did not receive any high
winds or rainfall. During this lull in extreme weather, salinities stabilized at 8 PPT and 3.5 PPT at the 12 PPT and
5 PPT isohaline lines respectively and water levels remained at 1.3 ft. Strong lunar tides the second week in
August increased water levels to 1.4 ft. (almost 5 inches above normal marsh level) and increased salinities at
the 5 PPT and 12 PPT isohaline line to thresholds. No gates were closed, as water levels stabilized with those
lake levels and water was still entering the watershed from the north due to high water levels in the Mermentau
Basin (2.5 head differential between the GIWW and the watershed). Closing gates would not have reduced
water levels. However, Mangrove and NoName Bayou water control structures were closed August 10, as more
water was entering the CCWP than was being removed.
Gates remained opened to take advantage of decreasing tides and an anticipated high pressure system.
Unfortunately, the high pressure system was not very strong (due, in part, to Tropical Storm Gabriel) and water
levels remained high. By August 14, water levels had increased to 1.5 ft. and salinities at the 5 PPT and 12 PPT
isohaline line were 10.5 PPT and 14.0 PPT, respectively. It appears that barometric pressure can be an
overriding factor even in the presence of lower lunar tides. With salinities at EC7 (5 PPT) at 10.5 PPT, all gates
with the exception of the flap gates and boat bay were closed in attempts to keep salinities from increasing.
Gates remained closed as tropical storms in the Gulf caused extremely high tides and increased salinity levels in
the Cameron Creole Watershed. Gates were open September 19-26 in anticipation of a forecasted frontal
passage. The front was two days later than expected and gates were closed following frontal passage.
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Gates for the most part remained closed through late November due to continued high salinities levels and
strong incoming tides. The two periods in which WCS gates were open was prior to/or immediately following
frontal passages to reduce salinity & water levels, and allow ingress/egress of estuarine organisms. Through the
end of the year management goals were to reduce salinities, reduce water levels and allow ingress/egress of
estuarine organisms. Heavy rains (6.26 inches) on December 17 & 18 increase water levels from 0.70 ft. to 1.48
ft. overnight. All flap gates, 2 gates at Peconi and 3 gates at Lambert bayou were open in attempts to lower
water levels. Water levels were nearing target levels at the end of the year.

1996:
As 1996 began, Biologist Harris focused on concluding Phase I operations, as it was now entering the eighth year
(originally scheduled for two years) of Phase I operations. However, draw down operations would not begin
immediately, as Gravity Drainage District #3 had an informal agreement with Miami Corporation to maintain
water levels during waterfowl/trapping season. Water levels on January 8 were 0.7 ft. (Fig. 20), slightly below
marsh elevation. All gates were closed Jan. 9 to keep water levels from dropping any lower, during waterfowl
season.
Gates remained closed through mid-February in association with agreement to manage the water level near 1.0
ft. elevation. As the management plan identified the spring drawdown scheduled from Feb. 15 – July 15,
several gates at Lambert and Peconi Bayou were open during frontal passage, February 14-21, to provide
drainage and initiate the drawdown. The Boat Bay was open February 14 – March 1 to provide access for
fishermen.
All four flap gates remained open through mid-March to facilitate a spring drawdown. The boat bay was closed
on March 1 as Calcasieu Lake tides and salinities were increasing. Following closure of the boat bay, only the
slots at each structure were open, along with the flap gates. The passage of several cold fronts during late
February – early March, helped reduce water levels across the watershed. Water levels of 0.1 ft. were recorded
throughout the watershed. Passage by outboard was becoming difficult. Several small ponds were observed to
be void of water with some showing signs of drying and cracking. New vegetation growth was observed around
the edges of ponds and waterways. Salinities taken in the barrow canal adjacent to water control structures,
when conducting fisheries samples, varied from 4.5 PPT on the north end to 10 PPT on the south end. Lake
salinities on the south end were as high as 20 PPT.
As drawdown efforts progressed, the flap gates at Grand Bayou remained open. Frontal passages continued to
reduce water levels across the watershed. Rainfall for January 1 - April 1996 was 7.10 inches, 11.03 inches
below normal average rainfall of 18.13 inches. With little rainfall and frontal passage (north winds) water levels
were becoming extremely low. Water levels remained at 0.1 ft. throughout the watershed. Additional small
ponds continued to dry. Salinities in the borrow canal adjacent to water control structures, continued to
increase, varying from 10.5 PPT and 17 PPT by April 11. Lake salinities remained near 20 PPT. Salinities at the EC
6 increased to 13.5 PPT (Fig. 21) on April 11. With increasing salinities it was decided to close the slots at Peconi,
Mangrove, Lambert and NoName Bayous. With the increased possibility of rain over the weekend two of the
three slots were closed leaving one open as the management plan calls for. However, the front passed to the
north without any rainfall. On Monday April 15, in the best interest of the watershed project, all slots were
closed under existing unusual circumstances. Former biologist experiences and reports indicated that if slots
were left open water levels would eventually increase, introducing highly saline waters to the watershed.
The flaps remained open as it was discussed with area biologists that a large rain event may dilute and/or flush
the high salinity waters from the marsh. Tide forecasts indicated low tides would not drop below current marsh
water levels. Low rainfall continued, with only 9.08 inches recorded from Jan. 1 - May 20, -14.42 inches below
average rainfall of 23.50 inches. Water levels continued to decline to -0.2 ft. Extremely low water levels made
travel by outboard impossible in many areas. Large areas of marsh were void of water, showing signs of drying
and cracking. Salinities rose to extremely high levels with 18 PPT recorded at the 5 PPT isohaline line. Lake
salinities fluctuated between 18 PPT and 22.50 PPT. Salinities at the prongs (EC 6) rose to 15 PPT on May 20.
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Observations indicated that salinities in large shallow water areas increased rapidly while areas of deeper water
have increased at a slower rate. Believed due to evapotranspiration and wind driven tidal action causing mixing
of fresh and saline waters.
Drought conditions persisted, little rain, strong winds, dominant high pressure, and evapotranspiration further
reduced water levels and increased salinity levels. Water levels of -0.7 ft. and -0.8 ft. were recorded at EC6 and
EC7 respectively. Fisheries samples were conducted on May 21 & June 5. Good numbers of brown shrimp were
caught at all sampling stations. Menhaden, crabs, spot, bay anchovy and croakers were also present in the
samples. With water levels at -0.7 ft., nearly 2 ft. below marsh elevation, passage by outboard was no longer
possible. Air boat passage was difficult and no longer possible in many areas. Salinities increased to extremely
levels as high as 29 PPT at the 5 PPT isohaline line. However, drying banks around Broussard Lake and shallow
areas along Arco Road acted as dams, precluding high salinity waters from moving to the northeast. June 10
salinities in Broussard Lake ranged from 15.1 pt and 23.0 PPT, while Arco Road salinities ranged from 2.2 PPT at
the north east well location and 5.9 PPT at south west Arco Road well location. Boudreaux Lake salinity level
was 1.3 PPT, while the fresh water introduction structures near Hebert-Precht camps recorded 1.0 PPT.
Calcasieu Lake salinities fluctuated between 16 PPT and 26 PPT. With salinities increasing all structures
remained closed.

Figure 20: 1996 Water Level Comparison at EC 6 (12 PPT) & EC 7 (5 PPT) isohaline lines.
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Figure 21: 1996 Salinity Comparisons at EC 6 (12 PPT) & EC 7 (5 PPT) isohaline lines.
Following rains (4.86 inches), the flap gates were closed June 26, in attempts to reduce salinities and allow water
levels to increase as drawdown completion was scheduled for July 15. Water levels increased from -0.7 ft. on
June 21 to 0.2 ft. at EC 7 on June 26. Salinities at EC 6 decreased from 14.7 PPT to 9.3 PPT while EC 7 decreased
from 17.7 PPT to 9.5 PPT on June 26. June received 7.16 inches of rain and was the only month to record above
average rainfall; however, rainfall remained -17.30 inches below average through July 17. This sorely needed
rain was not sufficient to increase waters to normal levels. Thus the gates remained closed as salinities at the 5
PPT isohaline line remained at 7.4 PPT, above target levels. Following the short lived rain event
evapotranspiration began to gradually reduce water levels once again. Following rains dense stands of pig
weed, giant foxtail, wild millet, and other annuals were observed throughout the watershed.
All gates remained closed in attempts to conserve what little fresh water the marsh had received. Additional
rain fell in August increasing water levels to 0.7 ft. and reduced salinities. Salinities at the 5 PPT isohaline line
remained around the targeted 5 PPT (4.7 PPT), however, lake salinities remained between 13.0 and 20.2 PPT,
warranting gates remain closed. With water levels increasing and salinities being slightly below the targeted 5
PPT isohaline tolerances, one slot at each of the water control structures was open August 17 to allow
ingress/egress of estuarine organisms. Other structure openings were not advisable at the time due to water
levels below marsh elevation, salinities at tolerance levels, and lake salinities remained high.
As water levels and salinities moderated, the boat bay was open August 30 for the first time since March 1,
allowing fishermen access and greater ingress/egress opportunities of estuarine organisms. Refuge and Miami
Corp. staff monitored salinity levels closely. Shallow marsh areas and bayou banks that dried during drought
conditions now contain emergent vegetation, many beginning to mature and seed out. All flap gates remained
closed, in attempts to conserve fresh water as September and October approached. These two months are
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historically the driest period of the year, associated with high lunar tides and high lake salinities. Gate
operations and slot openings were minimal (one slot at each structure) to reduce the possibility that isohalines
would be breached once again, following the lowest water levels and highest salinity levels recorded on the
watershed. Past experience during September and October has proven, if water levels recede too or below 1.0
ft., average lake water levels and high salinities will breach the isohaline lines. In the past 5 years (1991 - 1995)
the 5PPT and 12PPT have been breached during September and/or October. While water levels during this
same time period rarely dropped too or below 1.0 ft. Forecasted tides during September and October average
above 1.0 ft. with most averaging 1.2 ft. or above. One can assume if gates are manipulated to draw water
levels (fresh water head) below 1.2 ft. during this time of the year, fresh water will be replaced with saltier lake
waters. Conservative gate operations this time of year should allow water control structures to remain open for
longer periods of time. During certain weather patterns gate operations could be further restricted or closed to
reduce extreme high tides from increasing salinity and water levels throughout the watershed.
The Grand Bayou boat bay and the crest gates were closed on September 16 due to the remnants of Hurricane
Fausto passing north of the CCWP, creating strong southwest winds (15 - 30 mph) and increasing tide and
salinity levels in Calcasieu Lake. As salinities decreased to 1.9PPT and 0.4PPT at the 12PPT and 5PPT isohaline
respectively on September 10, one fixed crest gate at Lambert and Peconi Bayou and the two remaining slots at
each structure were to be opened the 13th. However, the remaining slot boards could not be removed as water
pressure was too great. It was planned that the slot boards would be removed on the following Monday (16th).
However, when weather conditions deteriorated over the weekend and marsh conditions were assessed the
boat bay and crest gates were closed to reduce introduction of salt water. Salinities had increased at 12PPT and
5PPT lines to 4.3PPT and 1.9 PPT respectively on the 16th. This in itself was not alarming but when Grand Bayou
was checked salinities had increased from 3.0PPT to 9.2PPT over the weekend and lake salinities had increased
from 7.2PPT to 13.3PPT at EC1. Salinities on the south end of the lake at NoName Bayou outside had increased
from 10.3PPT to 25.0PPT.
On September 27, 3.85 inches of rain fell increasing water levels to 1.7 ft. The four Grand Bayou flap gates
and two deep gates at Lambert and Peconi Bayous were open to try and reduce water levels. At the same
time, Tropical Storm Josephine located in the lower Gulf of Mexico began to move northeast. Even with
north winds of up to 20 mph tides began to increase, predominant incoming tides would not allow water
levels to drop. On October 5 tides had increased to a high of 3.9 ft., recorded by NOA A at Calcasieu Pass,
and increased water levels on the watershed to 1.6 ft. With elevated tides forecasted into the next week
the boat bay, deep gates and crest gates were closed to keep water and salinity levels from increasing. The
flap gates remained open to take advantage of any tides falling below 1.6 ft. It was not until October 9 that
any tide below 2.0 ft. was recorded at Calcasieu Pass. On October I 0 the crest gates at Lambert & Peconi
Bayou were open. The boat bay was open on October 11 to allow public access. With October half over it
seemed as ifsalinities may not be as great a concern as in past years
Continued rains increased yearly rainfall to 51.44 inches by November 18,near normallevels through No v em ber.
Gate manipulations were increased as tide levels decreased and several weak frontal passages moved through
the area. On Oct. 25 over 7.5 inches of rain fell across the watershed, increasing water levels from 1.3' at EC6
to 2.05' overnight. Water levels on the Gulf lntracoastal Water Way (GIWW) increased to 2.8' ft., roughly
one foot of water was sheet flowing from GIWW over the spoil bank into the Cameron Creole Watershed
Project. All gates were open to try and reduce water levels. Water levels had dropped to 1.45' at EC6 by
November 12. A cold front was forecasted to move through the area during the night of the 16 producing
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rains and north winds. Unfortunately, the front stalled allowing south winds that produced unusually high
tides, increasing water levels to 1.75 ft.
Following the unexpected high tides during November water levels equalized at roughly 1.8'. Weather
patterns allowed the tides to return to near normal with g enerally outgoing tides. Several weak fronts
passed through the area but were not strong enough to remove large amounts of water from the watershed.
By December 9, water levels decreased to 1.00' at EC 6 and 1.40' (1.05' new gauge) at EC 7. Over the past
several years, the staff gauge at EC 7 has read roughly 0.35' higher that staff gauge at EC 6. With the gauge
consistently reading 0.35' different, it was our assumption that the gauge was set 0.35' lower than the gauge
at EC 6. The staff gauge at EC 6 was resurveyed on 12/05/96 by On Target Surveying Inc. and a new staff
gauge established to NGVD 88 elevations. The original staff gauge at EC 7 was undisturbed as differences in
gauge readings will be recorded and a correction factor calculated for previous data collected at EC 7. Water
levels were nearing target levels and weather predictions forecasted winds to shift to the south/southwest
with wind speeds of 15-20 mph for the remainder of the week. With this in mind the fixed crest gates at
NoName and Mangrove Bayou were closed. On the day of closing, very little water (1-3") was exiting
NoName structure with no water exiting the Mangrove structure. The deep and crest gates were closed on
Lambert and Peconi Bayou to prevent water levels from increasing if tides increased. Roughly 2.20 inches of
rain fell on Dec. 16 and increased water levels to 1. 10' at EC 6 & 7. At the close of 1996 water levels had
receded to 0.95 ft. at EC 6, the first time since August 23 water levels below 1.0 ft. were recorded. 1996 was like
a roller coaster ride, starting with drought conditions and the lowest water/highest salinity levels recorded on
the CCWP; followed by abundant rain the last four months providing above average water levels and lower
salinities.
1997:
Water levels at the beginning of the year were 0.90 ft. (Fig. 22) throughout the watershed, well within established
parameters. With lower water levels, work continued on the CWPRRA Plugs project. With the Grand Bayou Plug
being 6 inches lower than the Mangrove Plug the contractor had requested that we try and reduce water levels
to allow completion of the project. Following the frontal passage over the weekend of Jan. 17- 20, the
contractor completed the project Jan. 20. At which time two deep gates at Lambert Bayou were closed and
the crest gates open. The crest gates were reset (one 3" board removed) to coincide with management plan
guidelines of phase II. Flap gate openings would be reduced as targeted water levels were met. The Grand
Bayou boat bay was open following the close of the Louisiana waterfowl season to allow public use on refuge
properties.
As water levels were at marsh elevation and salinities were no longer as great a concern, remaining
slot closures were open February 5, with only one remaining closed at NoName due to swelling of
boards. With water levels at 0.6 ft. the flapgates at Grand Bayou were closed and the crest gates at Lambert
and Peconi Bayou's set in accordance with phase II of the management plan. Following 3.95" of rain on Feb.
12, water levels increased to 1.4 ft., prompting the opening of the flap gates and the deep gates at Peconi
Bayou's.
At the beginning of March, water levels remaining around 1.4 ft., prompting the opening of deep gates at
Lambert Bayou and the crest gates at Mangrove & NoName. Rains continued maintaining water levels
between 1.4- 1.5 ft. All gates remained open through the end of March. As water levels receded near
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targeted levels, water control structures were set at Phase II crest-level operations. Continued rains
increased water levels to 1.2 - 1.4 ft. Lambert, Grand and Peconi Bayou remained in Phase II operations. At
the March 14th drainage board meeting, Gravity Drainage District #3 (GDD#3) requested all gates including the
boat bay be closed and only the flap gates to remain open. In transfer of information, I understood GDD#3
requested gates remain in Phase II operations. A representative of GDB#3 later called and upon discussion
stated that GDD#3 would leave gate operations up to me at this point due to forecasted weather. A frontal
passage was forecasted for April 5 with associated heavy rains and north winds. Strong south were
forecasted prior to passage of the front with associated increased tides. Forecasts were discussed with
area biologist, with all in agreement that marsh and lake salinities were low and increased salinities were
of little concern, while excellent recruitment of estuarine organisms would be provided. Debris along the lake
indicated tides 2 feet above normal were experienced. A point of interest is that in Phase II operations,
elevated tides accompanied by 1.23 inches rain only increased water levels by 0.2 ft. (two tenths of a foot,
2.4 inches). Salinities increased slightly but began dropping immediately as tides returned to normal.

Figure 22: 1997 Water Level Comparisons at EC 6 (12 PPT) & EC 7 (5 PPT) isohaline lines.
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Figure 23: 1997 Salinity Comparisons at EC 6 (12 PPT) & EC 7 (5 PPT) isohaline lines.
Following the April 14th Cameron Creole Advisory Committee meeting, water control structures were set at
Phase II operations as requested by committee consensus. Past management of NoName Bayou and Mangrove
Bayou structures was discussed at the meeting. Under previous management, structures remained
closed except during flood situations, as operations had very little effect on water levels but appeared to
increase salinity levels in the two areas. No decision was made at the time as to proposed management. Water
levels had started to recede before a large rain on April 26; increasing water levels to 1.4 ft. Increasing tides made
removal of excess water from the marsh difficult. Flap gates at Grand Bayou remained open. Following the
passage of a weak cool front on April28, deep gates at Lambert and Peconi Bayous were open to take advantage
of low tides. Deep gates were closed four days later, as water levels receded from 1.35 ft. to 1. 1 ft., and
southerly winds forecasted. Following the closing of Lambert and Peconi deep gates, it was noted that water a
Lambert Bayou plug flowed south while water at Mangrove Bayou plug flowed moved north. One may attribute
this to deep gates at the two structures may move a greater volume of water than the flap gates, or that the
plugs have slowed that exchange of water between the three bayous. Of the three bayous Grand Bayou has the
largest area to drain. Initial water levels may drop faster at Lambert and Peconi Bayous when conditions allow
the utilization of the deep gates, however, given a few days water levels equalize between the three bayous.
Water levels at EC 6 receded to 1.05 ft. as of May 19.
Periodic rains and relatively low tides into June, allowed water levels to recede, while salinities remained
moderate. By mid-June, evapotranspiration, little rain and strong south winds increased salinities in the lake
(18.9 PPT) and at NoName Bayou (12. 9 PPT). Continued south winds with no rain were forecasted,
facilitating t he clo sure o f NoName structure to keep salinities from increasing. As discussed at the April
Advisory Committee meeting NoName Bayou seemed to introduce greater salinities into the marsh. As marsh
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salinities increased and water levels approached 0.8 ft. the flap gates would be closed, as water removed is
generally replaced with lake waters of higher salinities. Evapotranspiration can also lower water levels and
increase salinities. Evaporation rates of0.25- 0.5 inches are relatively common during summer months. The
water control structures remained in crest phase to determine effects on water levels and salinity levels. It
seems to be holding water levels in the 0. 8-1.0 ft. range for the most part and keeping salinities moderate.
On June 30, a possible dissolved oxygen problem near Peconi Bayou area was reported, as several dead crabs
were discovered when a commercial crabber was tending traps. To try and increase oxygen levels in this area, the
deep gates at Peconi Bayou were open to circulate water as lake salinities on the north end of Calcasieu Lake
were relatively low. An oxygen meter was used to check dissolved oxygen (DO) levels on July 2, 1997. Oxygen
levels ranged from a low of2.0 mgll near EC 12 (Lambert spur) and 6. 6 mgll near EC 9 (North Prong). When
discussed with Guthrie Perry, Manager Rockefeller Refuge, he stated that the DO levels recorded were not
critically low and that most were very good for this time of year.Mr. Perry commented that DO levels were
highly variable and may have been low enough to adversely affect aquatic organisms at some time during the
day. Mr. Perry stated that the lowest DO levels generally occur during the early morning hours, while the
highest generally occurs in the afternoon.With the number of parameters that can affect DO it is one of the
hardest water quality aspects to determine or control. C irculation of higher DO waters into the area is one of
the only forms to mitigate these circumstances. The flap gates at Grand Bayou were closed at the time
the deep gates at Peconi Bayou were open to reduce any affect the flap gates would have on the borrow canal
and circulate the maximum amount of water in to the Peconi Bayou system. Even with the flap gate closed
water levels continued to drop. When Peconi Bayou was closed water levels were virtually at targeted water
levels so the flap gates remained closed.
By August, salinity levels began to increase, in one weeks’ time (Aug. 8- 14), salinities at EC 6 increased from
4.5 PPT to 10.8 PPT (Fig. 23). The boat bay was closed, as no rain was forecasted and past experience
proved if the boat bay was left open, salinities at EC 7 (5 PPT isohaline line) would increase to approximately EC
6 levels in two - three days. Even with the crest gates closed, NoName salinities increased to 17. 7 PPT through
evapotranspiration and introduction of lake waters through the slots. With water levels 0.6 ft. or lower, water
could not exit the marsh via the crest gates, water could only come in from the lake during high tide.
Water levels remained near 0.6 ft. through mid-September, little rain and high evapotranspiration rates
increased salinities. As salinities at EC 6 hovered at or near tolerance levels and EC 7 was slightly below
tolerance levels, a management decision was made to keep all structures closed, as September/October are
difficult times to control salinity levels as marsh water levels are generally low as tides increase, introducing
high salinity waters into the marsh. Salinities increased to 9.2 PPT at the 5 PPT isohaline line by Sept. 18.
Salinities throughout the marsh nearly doubled in a short period of time. With no rain forecasted and all
crest gates being closed for approximately a month the slots at Mangrove Bayou and Peconi Bayou were closed
in an attempt to slow the introduction of high salinity lake water. The slots at Lambert and NoName Bayou
remained open as this area generally has higher salinities and the plugs seemed to have aided in moderating
salinities following closure of the Boat Bay. Following rains in late September the slots at Mangrove and Peconi
Bayou were open on Oct. 2. Even with the rain events in September & October salinities at the 5 PPT isohaline
line continued to be higher than management plan tolerances. All gates except the slots remained closed.
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As November started, salinities at the 5 PPT isohaline line remained above target levels. Water control
structures remained closed during the first half of the report period. The Grand Bayou boat bay, two crest
gates at Lambert Bayou and one crest gate at Peconi & NoName Bayou were open prior to a cold front
passage on Oct. 31 to allow additional egress of fisheries organisms while at the same time conserving what
water the watershed contained. The water control structures remain in a partial phase two management
scheme. Mangrove bayou was not open, as the concrete crest extending above water level and would have
only introduced additional salinities. While opening the boat bay and crest gates on Oct. 31 it was discovered
that several of the water control structures had been opened by someone other than refuge
personnel. Three deep gates at Lambert Bayou, two deep gates at Peconi Bayou and two crest gates at
NoName Bayou had been open at some point during the week of Oct. 27 - 31. It is not known how long the
water control structures were open before being discovered. At the point of discovery the deep gates at
Lambert & Peconi Bayou were closed and one crest gate at Peconi and two crest gates at Lambert remained
opened.
As additional rains fell, all crest gates on Peconi, Mangrove, Lambert and NoName Bayou structures were
opened Nov . 22. Additional rains fell allowing the Grand Bayou Boat Bay to be opened Dec. 1 to allow
recreational fisherman access to the marsh and to reduce water levels to target goals. Water levels began to
fall with low tides in Calcasieu Lake. To facilitate removal of excess water in the watershed two flap gates were
open at Grand Bayou on Dec. 5; by Dec. 8 water levels at EC 6 had receded from 1.2 ft. to 1.0 ft. Water levels
of0.9 ft. was recorded at EC 7.
1998:
Heavy rains in early January water levels began to rise, prompting the opening of the two remaining flap gates at
Grand Bayou. Following additional rain on Jan. 6, the deep gates at Peconi and Lambert Bayou were open to
alleviate any flooding. By mid-January water levels increased to 1.45 ft. (Fig. 24). At which time all gates were
open to reduce water levels.
With high water levels persisting through mid-February, all gates remained open. Tide forecasts called for
relatively low tides during January & February, however, rains and southerly returns kept water levels from
receding.
Water levels began to recede by the beginning of March, as water levels approached 1.0 ft. the deep gates at
Lambert and Peconi Bayou were closed. Flap gates remained open as water levels were above 0.8 ft. target. The
deep gates were closed to crest level to try and reduce the volume of higher salinity lake waters introduced to
the marsh during high tide events.
As spring progressed, gates were maintained in Phase II operations (Crest gate) as water levels remained near
target level, even with experiencing high tides 1 & 2 feet greater than forecasted. When water levels reached
the targeted 0.8 ft. level on April 14, flap gates were closed. The gates were also closed on the request of
Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) to allow the areas around the structures to be staked for
placement of rip-rap under the Cameron Creole Maintenance Project. The gates remained closed as water
levels were not extremely high and NRCS had requested the gates remained closed, to the greatest extent
possible, to facilitate completion of the rip-rap project. With little rain and evapotranspiration, salinities
increased at NoName to the point three of the crest gates were closed to reduce introduction of salt water while
at the same time trying to allow the greatest amount of fisheries ingress. However, on April 13 salinities at
NoName in were 12 PPT and waters coming in were 23 PPT, it was decided to reduce the last crest gate opening.
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With a rainfall deficit and spring moving into a critical period of vegetation growth it was hoped conditions
would not approach 1996 drought levels. The deep gates at Lambert and Peconi Bayou remained closed as
water levels were not extremely high and opening deep gates may have introduced large volumes of high
salinity waters into the marsh, as high tides were forecasted for a great portion of May. Flap gates remained
closed as water levels were not excessively high and salinities were starting to increase. The boat bay was open
May 11 to provide ingress/egress and public access, three days later salinities at the 12 PPT isohaline line
increased from 4.7 to 10.9 PPT (Fig. 25) with continued incoming tides. Salinities at the 5 PPT isohaline line
remained at around 2 PPT. With no forecasted rain the boat bay was closed May 14, to prevent salinities at the
5 PPT line from breaching salinity tolerances. By May 18, EC 7 salinities increased to 4.5 PPT even with the gates
closed. May 1998 was the driest on record for the last 100 years; NOAA’s Lake Charles Weather Office recorded
0.04 inches of rain, while the refuge recorded 0.18 inches. Water levels receded to 0.50 ft. by mid-June. As we
moved into a period of high evapotranspiration rates the rainfall deficit continued. A high salinity of 10.9 PPT
was recorded at the 5 PPT isohaline line (EC 7) on June 12. Salinities at the 12 PPT isohaline line (EC 6) was 12.3
PPT. With the 5 PPT isohaline breached and water levels ranging from 0.5 - 0.6 ft., all deep, crest, flap gates and
boat bay remained closed to reduce salt water intrusion.
Rain finally occurred June 28, increasing water levels to 1.25 ft. Surprisingly salinities did not drop as
anticipated. Salinities at the 5 PPT isohaline line dropped from 9.2 PPT to 8.2 PPT. Several area biologists were
consulted, as water levels increased significantly while salinities stayed virtually the same. Many biologist
believe plant transpiration produces salt crystals on the plants surface and initial rains wash crystals back into
the water column, preventing salinity levels from dropping as great as expected. It appears two or more rains
and/or excessive flood conditions are necessary to reduce and/or flush salinities from the marsh. As water
levels increased to 1.25 ft., the boat bay and one crest gate at each structure was open to alleviate high waters
and reduce salinities.
Gate openings had very little effect on salinities; however, water levels receded to 1 ft. within 10 days. As water
levels approached 0.8 ft. the boat bay was closed, as it was a major source of saltwater introduction. The crest
gate open at each of the other four structures were closed July 13, due to low water levels and the 5 PPT
isohaline line remaining breached. Following rains on July 15, water levels again increased from 0.8 ft. to 1.1 ft.,
however, salinities at the 5 PPT isohaline line decreased to 6.5 PPT, remaining above the 5 PPT tolerance level.
The refuge recorded roughly 1.57 inches of rain, however, it was reported that the city of Cameron received as
much as 6 inches of rain. With this amount of rain on the south end of the water shed, salinity levels at EC 2 and
EC 6 dropped to 4.0 PPT and 5.5 PPT respectively. The gates remained closed to try and allow water to mix and
reduce salinity levels at and beyond the 5 PPT isohaline line.
Following the heavy rains on July 17, the gates remained closed to allow water to mix and reduce salinity levels
at and beyond the 5 PPT isohaline line. Salinity levels at the 5 PPT isohaline line did not appear to decrease, so
on July 23, the boat bay and one crest gate at each of the structures were open to allow exchange of waters to
mix and lower salinities. Without necessary tidal ampletudes, water levels began to recede and salinity levels
remained the same or increased slightly at EC 7. As water levels reached 0.9 ft., the boat bay was closed on July
28, one crest gate remained open at the four lake bank structures to allow additional ingress/egress of estuarine
organisms.
During late August and early September, warm waters of the gulf helped produce three tropical systems that
later strengthened to hurricane and tropical storm status. The first to develop during the week of August 18 - 24
was Tropical Storm Charlie (TS Charlie). TS Charlie made land fall near Corpus Christi, TX with the majority of the
rainfall in south Texas. Southwest Louisiana received only 0.76 inches of rain from Tropical Storm Charlie. One
crest gate at Peconi, Mangrove and Lambert Bayou remained open as salinity levels were not extreme and to
provide estuarine organism ingress/egress. Water levels and salinities increased slightly from tides associated
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with TS Charlie. Within a week of TS Charlie, Hurricane Earl developed. Initial forecasts Hurricane Earl heading
for southwest Louisiana, with landfall near Pecan Island. Lower Cameron Parish was placed under voluntary
evacuation September 1. With forecasted extreme tides associated with the storm the remaining open crest
gates were closed to reduce possibility of additional saltwater introduction. The gates would be open following
the passing of the storm. Hurricane Earl moved to the northeast with landfall along Florida’s panhandle coast.
Southwest Louisiana received no rain from Hurricane Earl. However, a third tropical depression formed in the
lower gulf the following week, strengthening to Tropical Storm Frances (TS Frances). TS Frances was an illdefined, slow-moving system that would produce extreme high tides and heavy rains. High tides associated with
TS Frances ran 2 - 4 ft. above average. A second voluntary evacuation was called for lower Cameron Parish.
Extreme coastal flooding was experience in Cameron Parish. Tides of this magnitude had not been observed in
over 25 years. The town of Cameron had extensive street flooding and flooding of businesses along Main Street.
Tides were high enough to pour over the boat bay, even in the closed position. Tides continued to pour over the
boat bay on September 14, with roughly a 1 - 1 2 ft. differential. Unlike the previous two storms, TS Frances
produced heavy rains for southwest Louisiana. Water levels increased to 1.6 ft., with additional rains
forecasted. Following heavy rains associated with Tropical Storm (TS) Frances all water control structure gates
were open September 21, extreme high tides prevented opening all gates prior to this date. However, the four
flap gates were open immediately following the passage of TS Frances. Tides continued to run 1.5 ft. or greater,
with several tides as high as 2.0 - 2.5 ft. above forecasted levels. Approximately 1.0 ft. of water covered the
marsh for an extended period of time. Vegetation began to show signs of stress from prolonged flooding. Most
noticeable were vast areas of wire grass (Spartina patens) not burned for several years. Aquatic vegetation did
not seem to be greatly affected by the storm. Following TS Frances, fresh water conditions prevailed. Flood
waters were very slow to recede, after a month with all gates open water levels only receded from 2.5 ft. to 1.65
ft.

Figure 24: 1998 Water Level Comparisons at EC 6 (12 PPT) & EC 7 (5 PPT) isohaline lines.
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Figure 25: 1998 Salinity Comparisons at EC 6 (12 PPT) & EC 7 (5 PPT) isohaline lines.
Fortunately, October was relatively dry, allowing water levels to recede to 1.2 ft. Forecasted tides were also
below current water levels, all water control structure gates remained open. However, high tides associated
with strong south winds increase water levels and salinities slightly during late October. With very few frontal
passaged during the early fall water levels were slow to recede.
With little rainfall and lower tides, water levels began to recede. By the end of November water levels were
roughly 0.8 ft. throughout the marsh. With water levels at 0.8 ft., all water control structures were set at Phase
II (crest gate) operations and four flap gates at Grand Bayou were closed through the end of December.
1999:
As the New Year began, heavy rains on Jan. 3 increased water levels to 1.1 ft. (Fig. 26). As strong north winds
were forecasted the crest gates were utilized to remove the excess water, opening deep gates or flap gates may
have removed too much water. Within two days, water levels were 1.0 ft. throughout the watershed. Water
levels receded to 0.9 ft. within a week; with forecasted rain, two flap gates and the boat bay were opened to
reduce water levels to 0.8 ft. Salinities have not been a concern as EC 7 (5 PPT isohaline line) ranged from 1.0
PPT - 1.2 PPT (Fig. 27).
As spring approached, water levels remaining near 1.0 ft., Phase II operations continued. Salinities at the 5 PPT
and 12 PPT isohaline lines increased to 2.1 PPT and 6.5 PPT respectively. On February 25, three crest gates were
closed at both Mangrove and NoName bayou, as salinity levels increased and higher tides were forecasted. On
March 13, an area biologist reported extreme high tides along the lower Cameron coast and that a coastal flood
warning had been issued. Previously, several extreme tide events had been experienced with the water control
structures set at crest without drastic changes in water levels or salinities. However, by March 15, water levels
had increased to 1.1 ft., with salinity levels increased. One deep gate at Lambert and Peconi Bayou, and one
Flap gate were opened to try and reduce both water levels and salinity levels.
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Even though little rain fell during late March and early April water levels were slow to recede as tides remained
high. Several extreme high tides were experienced, as high as 1 ft. above normal. Trying to reduce water levels
during period of high tides only increased salinities with very little effect on water levels. Water control
structures were returned to Phase II (crest) operations. Fortunately, heavy rains in northern parishes produced
high water levels within the Calcasieu River system keeping lake salinities from increasing drastically. Only
during extreme tides did salinity levels increase within the lake.
On April 26, the boat bay was closed as salinity levels at the 5 PPT isohaline line increased to 8.6 PPT. One crest
gate at each structure remained open to allow limited tidal fluctuation and ingress/egress of estuarine
organisms. May 11, was the first substantial amount of rainfall the area recieved since March. Roughly 2.3
inches of rain fell over a two-day period. Increasing water levels to 1.1 ft., but was not enough to reduce
salinity levels.
Salinity levels at the 5 PPT isohaline line continued to increase to 11.2 PPT. Following rains in May, two flap
gates were open May 18 to reduce water levels to the targeted 0.8 ft. level. Three days following opening of the
two flap gates water levels were near 0.9 ft. High evaporation rates were most likely responsible for reducing
water levels. The boat bay remained closed to minimize introduction of higher salinity lake waters. One crest
gate at each structure remained open to allow limited tidal fluctuation and exchange of estuarine organisms.
Additional rains at the 5 PPT isohaline line decreased salinities to 8.1 PPT.

Figure 26: 1999 Water Level Comparisons at EC 6 (12 PPT) & EC 7 (5 PPT) isohaline lines.
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Figure 27: 1999 Salinity Comparisons at EC 6 (12 PPT) & EC 7 (5 PPT) isohaline lines.
By mid-July, water levels increased to 1.27 ft., while salinity levels remained slightly above management plan
thresholds. The water control structures were open to reduce water levels and salinity levels. The boat bay was
opened for the first time since May. Prior to opening of gates one crest gate at each structure remained open to
allow limited tidal fluctuation and exchange of estuarine organisms. Salinity levels at the 5 PPT isohaline line
decreased to 5.1 PPT.
Water levels receded relatively quickly; by August 3 water levels were at the targeted 0.8 ft. water levels. The
flap gates were closed to keep water levels from becoming extremely low. Salinity levels at the 5 PPT isohaline
line decreased to a low of 2.3 PPT. The boat bay remained open as salinity levels remained below isohaline
tolerances. However, water levels by mid-August were extremely low due too little rain and high
evapotranspiration rates.
As water levels were extremely low and lake salinities were increasing as the fall equinox approached, the boat
bay was closed to reduce introduction of high salinity lake waters. With only occasional rains, water levels
remained at or below 0.80ft., while salinities increased. Salinities at EC 7 (5 PPT isohaline line) increased to 7.9
PPT by September 15. During the spring, crest gate openings did not prove to be a major source of saltwater
introduction. However, fall equinox tides introduced saltwater into the system, elevating salinities. Benefits of
having the crest gates open (ingress/egress of estuarine organisms) outweighs the slight increase in salinities, as
salinities will continue to increase regardless of gates closures until we receive an appreciable amount of rain.
The exchange of water also reduces the possibility of oxygen depletion and subsequent problems.
Minimal rains continued into October along with several extreme high tides, salinity levels throughout the marsh
increased. Crest gates at three of the water control structures remained open to allow mixing of waters to
reduce the possibility of oxygen depletion and allow movement of estuarine organisms. On October 4, a coastal
flood advisory was forecasted for Cameron Parish, gate openings were reduced to reduce introduction of high
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salinity waters through extreme high tides. September and October historically have the highest salinity levels
within the watershed. This is in part due to reduced rainfall during the early fall months, high
evapotranspiration rates, increased tide levels and elevated lake salinities.
Rainfall through mid-November totaled only 35.00 inches, well below the yearly average. Salinities at the 5 PPT
isohaline line (EC 7) increased to 15.9 PPT, due to the worsening drought conditions. On October 25, Cameron Parish
administrator contacted the refuge asking if we had been contacted about opening the Water Control Structures on
the next front. It was reported that no one had. The refuge was then informed of a special meeting being called by
area commercial fishermen. The Parish Administrator asked if there was any possibility of opening the structures.
Refuge staff reported it would consider opening one gate at each structure during the frontal passage. Cameron
Parish administrator was informed that one crest gate at the structures had remained open even with elevated
salinities and that the slots were always open for estuarine organism ingress/egress. When a refuge employee went
to check salinities and open one deep gate at Lambert and Grand Bayou, it was discovered that all deep gates at
Lambert Bayou were open. Later determined, through conversations with commercial fishermen, that the gates
were opened on/or about Oct. 15. The gates were closed October 25, as they had been open for at least 10 days and
southerly winds would increase salinities. It is very fortunate that this undesired gate openings did not result in an
influx of 25 PPT saltwater from Calcasieu Lake. On Wednesday, Oct. 27, Refuge Manager Yakupzack and Biologist
Harris attended a meeting with concerned commercial fishermen from Cameron Parish. It was explained that the
gates had been inadvertently left open and fortunately salinities within the marsh did not increase dramatically. Gate
operations, according to the approved management plan were explained once again. Attending commercial
fishermen expressed that they did not want all of the gates open all of the time, but that they would appreciate any
deep gate openings accomplished during frontal passages. The fishermen also stated that they did not think the gates
had to be full open, but only a 1 - 2 ft. opening at the bottom. We acknowledged this and stated that we would
attempt to open a deep gate at Lambert Bayou and a flap gate at Grand Bayou. Following the gate incident and
meeting the water control structures were closely monitored. As a cold front approached in late October one deep
gate and one flap gate were open. However, the front did not materialize until the following week. On Monday Nov.
1, a commercial fisherman contacted the refuge asking what we were going to do for the frontal passage. It was
reported two gates were open as agreed upon during the prior week’s meeting. The gates where checked Monday
Nov. 1, no gates had been tampered with. The front passed through the area Tuesday night and Wednesday
morning. The gates where checked the following Thursday afternoon, at which time it was discovered that not only
had all the deep gates at Lambert been open but that two flap gates and the boat bay at Grand Bayou had been
opened at some point. It was clear that someone other than the contractor had tampered with the water control
structures. In the process of opening the gates, the responsible individuals vandalized the structures by removing
several protective shields from the structures and discarding them. None of the shields were recovered. The gates
were closed that afternoon and monitored. One deep gate and one crest gate have remained partially open to allow
egress of estuarine organisms.

With little rain, salinities at the 5 PPT isohaline line (EC 7) ranged continued to increase to 19.1 PPT, nearly four
times the targeted 5 PPT. Substantial rainfall will be required to alleviate conditions created by drought
conditions. Forecasters predicted that La-Nina~ weather pattern would most likely continue keeping the winter
storms and rains north of the area. Following the November gate tampering incident, no gates were
manipulated. The one flap gate at Grand Bayou and one deep gate at Lambert Bayou remained in the partial
open position (1 - 2' opening at bottom of structure) to facilitate estuarine organism egress. Total rainfall 1999
was 39.78 inches, 17.67 inches below the average annual rainfall.
2000:
As January began, salinities at the 5 PPT isohaline line (EC 7) moderated to 10 PPT, still twice targeted 5 PPT. LaNina~ weather pattern persisted, continuing drought conditions throughout southwest Louisiana. Through
February 14, total rainfall was 1.17 inches, one of the driest Jan. & Feb. recorded at the refuge. Water levels
remained low as salinities increased, the partially opened deep gate at Lambert Bayou and flap gate at Grand
Bayou were closed Feb. 14. Water levels receded to 0.55 ft. (Fig. 28), as salinities at the 5 PPT isohaline line (EC
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7) increased to 11 PPT (Fig. 29). Water levels continued to decrease into mid-March with 0.30 being recorded.
Salinities remained above target levels.
Through April 17, 2000 only 6.42 inches of rain was recorded, nearly 12 inches below the normal four month
average. No gate operations were conducted during the report period as water levels remained low and salinity
levels remained well above management plan targets. Salinities at the 5 PPT isohaline line (EC 7) were as high as
19.9 PPT. As spring progressed into the critical growing season, drought conditions continued. If conditions
worsened, 2000 could be a repeat of 1996, when many of the areas marshes dried and hyper-saline conditions
were experienced. One crest gate at Lambert bayou and all slots remained open to allow ingress/egress of
estuarine organisms.
Through June 30 rainfall remained 10.36 inches below the normal five month average. Additional rains during
June held water levels at near 0.8 ft. With salinities well above target levels no gate operations were conducted.
All slots remained open to allow ingress/egress of estuarine organisms. There were no plans to close the slots as
had occurred during the 1996 drought. Unlike the 1996 drought many of the water bottoms have retained some
water throughout the spring. Salinities have increased to levels impacting many of the fresh - intermediate
aquatic plants. However, many areas showed an increase in wigeon grass replacing fresh and intermediate
aquatics. Emergent marsh vegetation appeared to be doing exceptionally well considering conditions.

Figure 28: 2000 Water Level Comparisons at EC 6 (12 PPT) & EC 7 (5 PPT) isohaline lines.
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Figure 29: 2000 Salinity Comparisons at EC 6 (12 PPT) & EC 7 (5 PPT) isohaline lines.
Additional rains during June & July maintained water levels near 0.8 ft. Salinities remained well above target
levels. Restrictive gate operations continued. All slots remained open to allow ingress/egress of estuarine
organisms. By July, the automation project contractor had installed all equipment and was working with a
manufacturer representative to iron out specifics and trouble shoot the system.
Continued low rainfall through mid-October kept water levels low and salinities well above target levels. At this
point all slots are open to allow ingress/egress of estuarine organisms. As discussed and agreed to during 1999,
to aid in egress of estuarine organisms one deep gate at Lambert and Grand Bayou will be partially open during
frontal passages. One crest gate at each structure will be open to facilitate estuarine organism movement
during night hours. Partial openings during frontal periods should not adversely affect marsh conditions, while
allowing mixing of waters, improving water quality adjacent to the borrow canal.
Following inspection and corrections to the automation project being completed, the project was accepted
September 7, 2000. To aid in egress of estuarine organisms one deep gate and one crest gate at Lambert Bayou
was partially opened Sept. 25. Grand Bayou could not be operated, the contractor for the automation was
contacted to determine and resolve the problem, and several problems at the Lambert Bayou structure were
also reported.
Late October through November saw some relief to the drought with 12.23 inches of rain. Water levels increase
to above 1.0ft. However, Salinities at the 5 PPT isohaline line (EC 7) remained, well above the targeted 5 PPT (20
PPT or greater). On Nov. 20, Automation contractor accompanied refuge personnel to repair Grand Bayou
structure automation and check Lambert Bayou. Only two flap gates at Grand Bayou could be open on
November 20. Refuge personnel returned to open Lambert Bayou structure November 21, all crest gates and
one deep gate were opened. The remaining three deep gates at Lambert Bayou were open Nov. 27.
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Following acceptance of the water control structure automation project, several problems were observed.
However, no one knew the problems would escalate causing difficulty in operating the water control structures.
The refuge was assured gate operations problems would be resolved in the near future. An inherent problem
faced was emergency operation of the gates. The motors must be removed from the mounting stands and
structures to operate the gates manually. At least some relief from extreme salinities were being observed as
the 5 PPT isohaline line (EC 7) saw salinities of 6.6 PPT substantially lower than the 20 PPT recorded several
weeks prior. As water levels receded to targeted levels, gates would be returned to crest level.
2000 rainfall was approximately -5 inches below average; however, drought conditions experienced in late 1999,
compounded the rainfall deficit. Overall salinities for 2000 were the highest recorded sing the CCWP became
operational in 1989. 2000 was also the year with the most restrictive water control structure operations
(Appendix 3).
2001:
The New Year started with water levels at target level 0.8 ft. (Fig. 30). Salinities at the 5 PPT isohaline line (EC 7)
decrease to 4.3 PPT (Fig. 31) by mid-January. With water levels reaching the targeted level the gates were set at
crest level in Phase II operations. Contractor Tal McCain continued to correct problems with water control
structure automation. Peconi structure remained inoperable.
Heavy rains during mid-January, increased water levels to 1.1 ft.; prompting the opening of deep gates at
Lambert Bayou and Grand Bayou Flap gates to reduce water levels and salinities. By Jan. 22 water levels at
Lambert were 0.6 ft., gates at Lambert were closed. Flap gates remained open as water levels on the north and
central portions of the watershed remained above targeted water levels. Salinities at the 5 PPT isohaline line
(EC 7) were within tolerance levels allowing the opening of the boat bay January 22. This was the first time in
over a year that sport fishermen had access to the East Cove Unit. Water levels receded until heavy rains March
14 increased water levels to 1.2 ft. All flap gates and deep gates were open March 15 to reduce water levels. As
water levels receded to roughly 0.9 ft, Lambert & Peconi water control structures were returned to crest
operation March 19. Two flap gates at Grand Bayou were closed, leaving two open to reduce water levels to
targeted 0.8 ft. Salinities remain well within target limits.
April rains and high tides increased water levels to 1.25 ft. All deep gates and flap gates were open to reduce
water levels. Salinities at the 5 PPT isohaline line (EC 7) remained at 0.9 PPT. Late April early May had very
strong south winds and above normal high tides. High tides kept water levels elevated, while water exchange at
water control structures began to increase salinities. Salinities at the 5 PPT line (EC 7) had increased to 3 PPT. In
early May, tides and winds subsided slightly to allow water levels to recede to near 1 ft. As strong south winds
were forecasted, Peconi and Lambert Bayou structures were placed in Phase II operations, crest level, to reduce
introduction of high salinity lake waters during above normal high tides. Flap gates remained open to allow
water levels to approach target level and reduce salinities at the 5 PPT line. Water conditions, fresher than the
two previous years, promoting aquatic vegetation growth.
During late May water levels approached targeted level, while salinities increased. Salinities of 24.6 PPT were
recorded at NoName water control structure, warranting closure of NoName’s crest gates. All remaining water
control structures continued in Phase II operations. As salinity levels became a concern, Tropical Storm Allison
produced 10.50 inches of rain in southwest Louisiana. Even with 10.5 inches of rain, water levels within the
water shed only increased to 1.3 ft. With water levels exceeding targeted levels the flap gates at Grand Bayou
and the deep gates at Peconi and Lambert Bayou were opened.
Heavy rains from Tropical Storm Allison kept Calcasieu Lake water levels relatively constant through June, with
very little tidal exchange. Water levels within the watershed remained at or above 1.0 ft. through June, while
salinities remained low. As tides amplitudes increased in late June/early July, water levels began to recede. By
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July 9, water levels at Lambert Bayou were 0.84 ft., gates at Lambert Bayou returned to Phase II operations,
crest level. By July 11, water levels were 0.8 ft and the flap gates were closed.
Elevated tides in late July/early August began to increase salinity levels within the watershed, water levels
remained near 1.0 ft. Salinities increasing to 11.47 PPT at Lambert Bayou, with no relief from elevated tides,
three crest gates were closed August 9. One crest gate and the slots remained open at Lambert Bayou. By
August 10, salinity levels recorded at EC 6 (12 PPT isohaline line) and EC 7 (5 PPT isohaline line) were 12.2 PPT
5.6 PPT respectively. Flap gates were opened August 13, to reduce salinities at the isohaline lines and decrease
water levels. Fortunately, rains during early August and lower tides aided in reducing salinities to 3.3 PPT and
1.9 PPT at EC 6 & EC 7 respectively. With salinities reduced and water levels at or below 1.0 ft. the flap gates
were closed August 20.
Between August 28 and September 10, over 15 inches of rain fell, increasing water levels to 1.8 ft. The Grand
Bayou flap gates were opened August 31. Deep gates at Peconi and Lambert Bayous were opened September 3,
to alleviate high waters. Unfortunately, elevated tides and continuing rains increased water levels to 2.3 ft. by
September 10. Water levels of this magnitude have not been recorded since Tropical Storm Francis during
September 1998. Elevated tides prevented movement of water from the watershed.
Water levels receded to 1.3 ft by October 9. Forecasted tides for the week of Oct. 7 - 13, were some of the
highest predicted for 2001; actual tides were greater than forecasted. Water levels and salinity levels began to
increase due to elevated tides. Gate closures were considered, to reduce increases in water level and salinities
due to elevated tides. However, severe weather and heavy rains were forecasted with an advancing cold front.
Due to possible heavy rainfall and lower tides associated with north winds the gates remained open. The
watershed received 3.41 inches of rain during frontal passage.

Figure 30: 2001 Water Level Comparisons at EC 6 (12 PPT) & EC 7 (5 PPT) isohaline lines.
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Figure 31: 2001 Salinity Comparisons at EC 6 (12 PPT) & EC 7 (5 PPT) isohaline lines.
Water levels were slow to recede as no strong cold fronts were experienced. Water levels receded to 0.96 ft by
Nov. 19. As water levels reached 0.9 ft., structures were returned to Phase II, crest operations. Flap gates at
Grand Bayou remained open to reduce water levels to targeted 0.8 ft. Continued rains during late November
and December increased water levels to 1.35 ft. by December 18. Deep gates at Lambert and Peconi Bayous
were opened. By December 27, water levels at Lambert Bayou were roughly 0.7 ft with water levels to the north
ranging from 0.8 - 1.0 ft. Deep gates at Lambert were closed to crest to keep waters from becoming extremely
low due to very low tides associated with a cold front. The flap gates and Peconi deep gates remained open to
reduce water to targeted 0.8 ft.
2002:
By January 2, water levels on the north end of the watershed were 0.78 ft (Big Pasture boat launch), Peconi
structure was returned to Phase II crest level operations, and flap gates remained open. Within two days water
levels throughout the watershed were 0.8 ft (Fig. 32) or lower. The flap gates were closed. The boat bay
remained open to allow fisheries movement, as freezing temperatures had been experience and were
forecasted. Water levels and salinity levels remained well with in targeted levels through mid-February, water
levels ranged from 0.70 - 0.90 ft., while salinity at the 5 PPT isohaline line (EC 7) ranged from 0.4 - 0.47 PPT (Fig.
33). Water control structures remained in Phase II operations. The boat bay remained open as salinities were
below the targeted 5 PPT.
During late February, tides and lake salinities began to increase. By Feb. 25, salinities at the 5 PPT (EC 7)
isohaline line were 2.2 PPT. March saw return of some rain with roughly 2.5 inches of rain. Water levels
increased to 1.0 ft., above the target of 0.8 ft. Grand Bayou flap gates were open to remove excess water &
reduce salinities. Flap gates were closed March 14, as water levels neared the 0.8 ft. The water control
structures remained in Phase II operations.
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Heavy rain in early April increased water levels to 1.3 ft., warranting the opening of the flap gates. Elevated
tides prevented reduction in water levels; and precluded opening of deep gates at Lambert and Peconi Bayous.
Upon reports of larval shrimp moving into the estuary during late March, one deep gate at Lambert and Peconi
structure were open the night of March 27, to allow ingress of larval shrimp. This opening was in conjunction
with the full moon and elevated tides. Difficulties with the automation system continue.
As water levels receded in mid-April, marsh salinities started to decrease. However, this was short lived as high
tides in early May increased salinity levels and caused water levels to remain above target levels. With salinities
breaching the 5 PPT isohaline line and continued high tides forecasted the Boat Bay was closed on May 2. Crest
gates at Lambert and Bois Connine Bayou=s were closed on May 2, to reduce introduction of high salinity lake
waters. The flap gates remained open to reduce water and salinity levels. Three crest gates at Mangrove and
NoName Bayou=s were closed May 9, as salinity levels continued to increase above target levels.
With salinities breaching the 5 PPT isohaline line, forecasted lower tides and water levels near the target level
the flap gates were closed May 22. On May 23 the boat bay was open to allow water levels to recede slowly,
while reducing salinities and allowing public access. Salinity levels did not decrease at the 5 PPT isohaline line as
water levels approached the 0.8 ft. level; on May 27 the boat bay was closed.
Heavy rains in late June increased water levels to 1.25 ft. However, salinities remained above the 5 PPT
isohaline line tolerance. With water levels above 1 ft. the flap gates and boat bay were open July 2, to reduce
water levels and salinities. As salinities increased during late July and early August most gates remained closed.
The flap gates and boat bay remained open as continuing rains kept water levels at or above 1.0 ft. Deep gates
at Peconi were open in attempts to reduce water levels and salinity levels in the north end of the watershed, as
the marsh terracing project and vegetation planting had recently be completed.
On September 19, category two Hurricane Isidore was forecasted to enter the Gulf of Mexico and track north
toward Louisiana. As tropical storms move into the Gulf of Mexico, tides increase to two to three feet above
normal. With the forecasted track moving the storm east of the watershed, the water control structures were
closed September 19, to reduce introduction of additional water. Flap gates remained open to take advantage
of any low tides. Hurricane Isidore remained over the Yucatan Peninsula for several days before taking a
northward track and making landfall as a tropical storm September 26, near Grand Isle, LA. With the threat of
increased tides diminishing, Peconi and Lambert Bayou water control structures were open September 26, to
remove excess water. Unfortunately, following Tropical Storm Isidore, Hurricane Lili developed. All forecast
models showed landfall between Cameron, LA and New Orleans, LA. All indications had the storm making
landfall along the Cameron/Vermilion Parish coast. Storm surges as high as 11 feet were forecasted. In hopes
that the storm would pass to the east of the watershed again, gates were closed on October 1. As before, the
flap gates remained open to take advantage of any low tides and allow water to exit if a storm surge was
experienced. Fortunately, southwest Louisiana was spared the brunt of Hurricane Lili, and higher than normal
tides were not experienced. Following the storms landfall, water control structures were open October 5, to
reduce water levels.
Heavy rains (20+ inches) during October, increasing water levels to 2.6 ft. while reducing salinities at the 5 PPT
isohaline line (EC 7) decreased to 0.1 PPT. All structures were open to alleviate flooding; however, high tides did
not allow water levels to recede rapidly. Water levels did not recede until frontal passages during December. By
December 26, water levels were at or below the 0.8 ft. target level.
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Figure 32: 2002 Water Level Comparisons at EC 6 (12 PPT) & EC 7 (5 PPT) isohaline lines.

Figure 33: 2002 Salinity Comparisons at EC 6 (12 PPT) & EC 7 (5 PPT) isohaline lines.
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2003:

Water levels continued to recede, below target levels. On January 8, 2003 the Grand Bayou flap gates
were closed. Four days later, Peconi Bayou deep gates were closes as water levels across the area
neared 0.7 ft. (Fig 34). Water levels and salinities remained within target levels through mid-February,
continuing Phase II operations. Rains return in late February, increasing water levels. Two flap gates at
Grand Bayou were opened. As rains continued into March, water levels increased to 1 ft. or greater,
the two remaining flap gates were open. Salinities remained well below the 5 PPT target.
By April 1, water levels within the watershed had receded to 0.7 ft. The flap gates and deep gates at
Lambert Bayou were closed at this time. All crest gates, slots and the boat bay remained open. Salinity
at the 5 PPT isohaline line (EC 7) was 0.7 PPT (Fig. 35), well below the target of 5 PPT.
With practically no rain during late-April/early-May salinity at the 5 PPT isohaline line began to
increase. Water levels remained 1.0 ft. or higher. By May 6, salinities at EC 7 had risen to 7 PPT. At
this point the boat bay was closed. Water control structures remained in Phase II crest operations.
However, one deep gate at Lambert and Peconi were open April 28 – May 5, as LDWF fisheries
biologist Michael Harbison reported increasing numbers of larval shrimp in Calcasieu Lake. Tide
exchanges and evapotranspiration increased salinity levels at the EC 7 (5 PPT line) to 11.19 PPT by midJune. Salinity levels at NoName Bayou increased to 23.5 PPT, at that point the crest gates were closed,
as water levels were below 0.8 ft and tides would only increase elevated salinities. Following several
rains, it was apparent that brown shrimp were attempting to exit the CCWP. On June 13, one deep
gate at Lambert Bayou and one flap gate at Grand Bayou were opened 20% to aid in egress, as had
been discussed and agreed upon previously with commercial fishermen input. On June 16, several concerned
individuals phoned as to the egress of the shrimp. With additional rains falling over the weekend and water
levels increasing to 0.9 ft., the deep gate and flap gate were opened 100% to aid in egress of shrimp. Following
the XXX tides associated with the full moon phase the gates were to be returned to crest operations due to
elevated salinities within the marsh. Lambert, Peconi, and Mangrove Bayou crest gates and all slots remained
open. On June 18 an additional deep gate at Lambert was open to allow egress of estuarine organisms during
the full moon cycle. Following the full moon cycle, one deep gate at Lambert Bayou was closed June 20, leaving
one deep gate open at Lambert Bayou for fisheries egress. This deep gate is in addition to the four crest gates
and three vertical slots. With salinities increasing and water levels remaining above 1.0 ft., on July 2 the deep
gate at Lambert Bayou was closed; however, an additional flap gate at Grand Bayou was open to reduce
salinities, water levels and allow egress of organisms. By July 7, there was no noticeable decrease in water levels
or salinities. At this time the remaining two flap gates were open. Additional gate openings at Lambert Bayou
were scheduled for the approaching full moon on July 13, to promote ingress/egress of estuarine organisms.
However, Tropical Storm Claudette entered the Gulf of Mexico, forecasted to strengthen to minimal hurricane
status with landfall on the south Texas/Mexico border. Claudette slowly tracked northward, threatening the
upper Texas coast. Tropical storm advisories were issued for Cameron Parish, with forecasted tides 1 – 3 ft.
above average. By July 14, a voluntary evacuation of south Cameron Parish had been issued due to elevated
tides and the forecast of possible increases.
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Figure 34: 2003 Water Level Comparisons at EC 6 (12 PPT) & EC 7 (5 PPT) isohaline lines.

Figure 35: 2003 Salinity Comparisons at EC 6 (12 PPT) & EC 7 (5 PPT) isohaline lines.
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Claudette made landfall near Port O’Connor Texas, on Tuesday July 15, 2003. Southwest Louisiana only
experienced strong winds and elevated tides. Much needed rain from Claudette did not make it to southwest
Louisiana. With elevated water levels the four flap gates at Grand Bayou remained open to reduce water levels
and salinities. By July 24, water levels had receded to 0.8 ft., however, salinities had only declined from 10 PPT
to 8 PPT, at the 5 PPT isohaline line. At this time the flap gates were closed to reduce the possibility of removing
excessive amounts of water from the marsh. If water levels are reduced much lower, opportunities to operated
water control structures for the movement of the fisheries are reduced. As printed in the Cameron Pilot,
Cameron Gravity Drainage District #3 (GDD#3) passed several resolutions in support of the commercial
fishermen in Cameron. The resolutions address the ingress/egress of shrimp within the watershed. GDD#3
recommended that Cameron Prairie Refuge representatives open the deep gates at Lambert Bayou and the flap
gates at Grand Bayou, full open two days prior and two days after the full moon and that two flap gates at Grand
Bayou remain open at all times to allow shrimp to possibly exit the Watershed. The Refuge was later informed
that GDD#3 and the commercial fishermen had intended it to read at both stages of the moon (new and full).
The situation was discussed with USFWS fisheries biologist. The Fisheries Biologist reiterated that the primary
purpose of the Cameron Creole Watershed Project (CCWP) could not be disregarded, but at the same time gate
manipulations to maximize fisheries movement while maintaining favorable conditions should be attempted.
Suggesting gate operations during both stages of the moon, as this would afford two opportunities during the
month for estuarine organism movement. He suggested that two gates at Lambert Bayou be open the evening
prior to the moon phase and close the morning following the moon phase. This would allow for two night
openings while minimizing the daytime openings, which have been shown to be less favorable for movement of
estuarine organisms. He did caution that salinities and water levels should be monitored closely at these times
to determine the effects of gate openings on the watershed. Following the recommendations of the fisheries
biologist, two deep gates at Lambert Bayou were open July 28 – 30 and August 10 – 12, to aid in the
ingress/egress of estuarine organisms.
During late July, Senator Mary Landrieu’s Regional Director, Rowdy Gaudet contacted the Refuge. Mr. Gaudet’s
call concerned the CCWP, Senator Landrieu had received a letter from a concerned commercial fisherman, and
was gathering information. Refuge personnel met with Mr. Gaudet July 31, 2003, in Lake Charles, LA. An
information package, including the history of the CCWP, Resource Management Plan, Operations and
Maintenance Agreement, and additional information, was compiled for Mr. Gaudet. Mr. Gaudet stated that the
commercial fisherman had suggested that a study be conducted on impacts the CCWP had on the commercial
fishing in Calcasieu Lake and the possibility of amending or changing the Resource Management Plan. An
Advisory Committee meeting was later scheduled for August 18, 2003, at 2:00 pm, Mr. Gaudet was invited to
attend. Mr. Gaudet also toured the CCWP, Friday, August 15, 2003, to view the structures and marsh
conditions.
On August 25, two deep gates at Lambert Bayou were open, during the new moon phase, to aid in fisheries
ingress/egress. The two deep gates remained open through August 28. Following rains during late August –
early September, water levels within the watershed increased to 1.2 ft. On September 3, four flap gates were
open to lower water levels and decrease salinity levels. Salinity level at the time at the 5 PPT isohaline line (EC
7) was 14.14 PPT.
Late September rains increased water levels while providing some relief of high salinities. Heavy rains in midSeptember, increased water levels to 1.65 ft., as salinities at the 5 PPT isohaline line (EC 7) receded to 7.3 PPT.
At this time the boat bay, all deep gates and crest gates were open to remove excess water. However,
continued elevated tides slowed water removal. Elevated tides during October into November kept water levels
and salinities above target levels. Water levels finally began to recede during late November, as did salinities.
Tides and frontal passages allowed water levels to recede to 0.8 by December 11. At this time the flap gates
were closed. On December 12, a refuge maintenance worker was instructed to close the deep gates at Peconi
and Lambert Bayou’s to keep water levels from decreasing significantly due to extremely low tides. Three gates
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at Peconi were closed prior to discovering one gate had malfunctioned. The maintenance worker then
proceeded to Lambert Bayou to close the deep gates and experiencing difficulties in closing the gates. At the
time thought to be due to cold weather and excessive load on the motors. Additional personnel were
dispatched to help remove electric motors and close the structure. After removing the motors, the gates were
still inoperable with generator and drill. Upon inspection it was discovered that the gate shafts had been
vandalized and rendered inoperable. With water levels along the lakeshore below 0.7 ft. and all interior
readings near the 0.8 ft target elevation, the pins were removed allowing the deep gates to close, keeping from
dewatering the marsh. Lake salinities at the time were 14 – 16 PPT. Cameron Parish Police Jury, Louisiana Dept.
of Natural Resources, Natural Resources Conservation Service, Cameron Parish Sheriff’s Department, and
USFWS supervisors were contacted and informed of the situation. This was the third or fourth documented
occurrence of vandalism to water control structures. Following the vandalism of Lambert Bayou water control
structure the Louisiana Department of Natural Resources initiated an emergency contract for gate operations.
M&M electric received the bid and was contacted when gate operations are warranted.
Following a 1.45 inch rain on December 13, the flap gates were open Dec. 15, as water levels increased to 1.1 ft.
The flap gates remained open through December 31.
2004:
As rain returned, water levels increased to near 1.2 ft. (Fig. 36) throughout the marsh. At this time M&M
electric was contacted to open the four deep gates at Lambert Bayou water control structure. M&M electric
had the gates open by the afternoon of January 20th. However, strong south winds and un-seasonally high tides
made it very difficult to reduce water levels within the watershed. Additional heavy rains increased water levels
to 1.5 ft. With water levels remaining well above the target elevation of 0.8 ft all structures remain open.
Salinities at the 5 PPT isohaline line (EC 7) receded to 0.9 PPT (Fig. 37).
As water levels receded to 0.8 ft. in early April the deep gates at Peconi and Lambert Bayou were returned to
crest elevation. With the exception of the deep gates at Peconi Bayou being open two days for fisheries ingress
at the request of LDWF fisheries biologist.
Heavy rains (May 12 – 19) increased water levels from 0.80 ft. to 1.6 ft. practically overnight. Deep gates at
Lambert and Peconi were opened on May 21. South winds and flood waters maintained water levels within
Calcasieu Lake above 2 feet through May 20. With lake levels greater than marsh elevations the deep gates
were not opened until low tide and when lake waters receded below marsh levels. The flap gates remained
open throughout the entire time. Salinities at the 5-PPT isohaline line (Station EC-7) ranged between 0.2 to 0.4
PPT.
Rains and tides continued to elevated water levels with 1.75 ft. recorded July 12. All water control structures
were open to relieve flooding. By August 16, water levels receded to 0.75 ft., salinities at the 5-PPT isohaline
line (EC-7) rose slightly to 1.3 PPT by mid-august. On August 17, all deep gates at Lambert and Peconi along with
three flap gates were closed, one flap gate remained open. The remaining flap gate was closed Sep 24, due to
increasing water levels and salinity readings. Elevated tides during September increased water levels and
salinities. A salinity reading of 14.0 PPT was recorded at the 5-PPT isohaline line (EC 7) Sep 28.
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Figure 36: 2004 Water Level Comparisons at EC 6 (12 PPT) & EC 7 (5 PPT) isohaline lines.

Figure 37: 2004 Salinity Comparisons at EC 6 (12 PPT) & EC 7 (5 PPT) isohaline lines.
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Heavy rains during October increase water levels throughout the watershed, flap gates were open October 2, to
reduce water levels and salinities. As additional rains fell, all functional deep gates at Peconi and Lambert were
opened on Oct 12, due to decreasing salinity readings. The structures remained remain open through the end of
December.
2005:
On January 3,EC 7 water level was 0.80 feet (Fig. 38), with salinities at the 5-PPT isohaline line 0.4 PPT (Fig. 39).
All water control structures remained open.
Heavy rains during February increased water levels to 1.6 ft. Not until mid-March did water levels recede to
near target levels. On March 18 Lambert and Peconi Bayou water control structures were returned to Phase II
crest operations. With little rain falling in March and into April, three Grand Bayou flap gates were closed April
5, to keep water from becoming extremely low. Salinities began to increase, by early May salinities at the 12 PPT
isohaline line increased rapidly to 15 PPT, the 5 PPT isohaline line remained at 1 PPT. With no rain forecasted,
the Boat Bay was closed to reduce introduction of high salinity lake water into the system. Even with the boat
bay closed salinities at the 5 PPT isohaline line increased to 20 PPT by June 8, identical to the 12 PPT isohaline
line recording. All water control structures remained in Phase II crest operations through late September.
As September progressed, 2005 proved to be one of the busiest Hurricane seasons on record. Southwest
Louisiana was not spared, as Hurricane Rita made landfall September 24, near Johnson Bayou, Louisiana, as a
Category 3 hurricane. Rita produced a storm surge of 15’ or greater throughout coastal Cameron Parish. Prior
to Hurricane Rita, WCS were placed in the open position in preparations as the storm was forecasted to pass to
the west of Cameron. Excessive flooding and scouring of the marsh was experienced from Rita, creating three
breaches along the CCWP lake shore levee, located at the historic bayou outlets. Based upon NRCS’ survey of
the levee, much of the levee had been degraded to marsh elevation or slightly above. With the levee breached
in several places water level management was impractical and structures were placed in the open position until
levee repairs could be completed.
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Figure 38: 2005 Water Level Comparisons at EC 6 (12 PPT) & EC 7 (5 PPT) isohaline lines.

Figure 39: 2005 Salinity Comparisons at EC 6 (12 PPT) & EC 7 (5 PPT) isohaline lines.
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2006: As Louisiana DNR, Coastal Protection and Restoration USFWS Biologistity (CPRA) is responsible for
maintenance and repair of the CCWP, CPRA representatives worked diligently to secure necessary funding for
breach/levee repairs. However, resistance was encountered as to the method of breach/levee repair. As no
repairs occurred during 2006 the WCS’s remained open. In addition, salinity and water level monitoring were
suspended, due to Hurricane recovery activities at Southwest Louisiana NWR Complex, levee damage/breaches,
structure damage and loss of monitoring stations.
2007: Two years following Hurricane Rita, the breaches and levee remained to be repaired. Several advisory
committee meetings were held during 2007 to expedite breach/levee repairs and discuss operations and
possible modifications. At the May 21, advisory committee meeting it was agreed that the best available
engineering design was to install sheet metal pilings as LA DNR had originally proposed, and to open all gates
completely on the existing watershed structures and leave them open until a revised operational plan was
developed. A contract was issued to F. Miller Construction LLC for the repair of the four levee breaches.
Construction continued at end of 2007. The WCS remained open.
2008: Construction on the breach repairs continued into 2008, with final inspection and acceptance occurring
May 2008. With salinities well above management plan tolerances, WCS remained open. With the breach
repairs being complete, attention turned to the repair of the lake shore levee. Unfortunately, prior to levee
repairs and/or operation of structures, the Cameron Creole Watershed experience a second storm event on
September 13, 2008, with landfall of the Hurricane Ike on the East Texas Coast. Hurricane Ike made landfall as a
Category 2 storm in Gilchrest, TX. A mandatory evacuation for Cameron Parish was ordered on September 11,
due to storm surge predictions. Storm surge estimates and recordings indicated water levels of 16’ or greater,
exceeding Hurricane Rita levels by at least one foot. In a period of three years, the Cameron Creole Watershed,
levees and water control structures were impacted by two hurricanes, inundating the area with high salinity Gulf
waters. In efforts to alleviate flood waters from the CCWP, Cameron Parish Gravity Drainage District # 3
created two breaches in the CCWP protection levee, fortunately, levee repairs had not started. In an October
24, 2008, Advisory Committee meeting, GDD#3 assured CPRA that the levee would be repair to pre-Hurricane
Ike conditions prior to levee repair construction. The WCS remained open through 2008.

2009: As hurricane recovery efforts were winding down for Cameron Parish once again, attention returned to
levee repairs. First in order was the closing of the breaches created following Hurricane Ike. Cameron Parish
Gravity Drainage District #3, as promised, contracted to have the breaches repaired, with a completion date of
March 5, 2009. CPRA then focused on Phase I Levee repairs, along with remote monitoring stations. The
remote monitoring stations were repaired and operational by April 9th. It was immediately noticed that there
appeared to be a discrepancy in the new level recordings and historic marsh elevations. Through conversations
with CPRA employees and recordings on one of the only remaining pre-hurricane staff gauges, it was
determined that marsh elevation as reflected by the new insitu monitors was between 0.4 – 0.5’. Thus 0.5’ is
currently used as marsh elevation rather than the historic 0.8’. Even with July being one of the wettest (10.75
inches) recorded in history of the CCWP, Water levels remained below marsh level (Fig. 40), while salinities
remained high (Fig. 41).
A levee repair contract was secured by CPRA during the summer, repairs began in August. During a July 22,
Advisory Committee meeting much of the conversation revolved around operations of the structures, as the
breaches were repaired. Concerns were voiced to the possibility of creating undo stress on the levees eroded to
marsh elevation by Hurricanes Rita & Ike. CPRA representatives did not think that operation of the structures
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Figure 40: 2009 Water Level Comparisons at EC 6 (12 PPT) & EC 7 (5 PPT) isohaline lines.

Figure 41: 2009 Salinity Comparisons at EC 6 (12 PPT) & EC 7 (5 PPT) isohaline lines.
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would adversely impact levee repairs. As any overtopping of the levee would most likely come from the lake
side which would not be influenced by structural operations. It was discussed that the structures would return
to operation upon freshening of the system within isohaline tolerances. Continued rains during September and
October increased water levels above marsh elevation and provided fresher conditions. By November, salinities
were within isohaline tolerances. With water levels above marsh elevation and salinities within tolerance levels
gates remained open. Phase I repairs were winding down as 2009 came to an end, with final inspection
scheduled for early 2010.
2010:
At the beginning of 2010, water levels (Fig. 42) were above target levels and salinities (Fig. 43) remained below
target levels, all gates remained open. By mid-January water levels receded within target levels and all
operational deep gates were closed Jan. 21st, gates were placed in phase II operations once again. With little
rainfall during February, water levels continued to recede, while salinities remained well within target levels.
Below average rains continued through March, with only 1.63 inches recorded. Salinities continued to remain
low. The first three months of 2010 recorded a rain deficit of -7.87 inches, fortunately tides remained low
keeping salinities from increasing drastically. As salinities began to increase in early April, several
biologist/marsh managers were contacted to discuss rain deficits and brown shrimp ingress. Most were
optimistic that rains would return and mitigate increasing salinities, while continued phase II operations and
lunar openings would allow brown shrimp ingress during peak migration. Unfortunately, April was one of the
driest on record with only 0.33 inches of rain. Salinities increased dramatically within a short period of time to
approximately 20 PPT at both isohaline lines. Similar to salinities observed during 2000 (Fig. 19). Prior to 2010,
when similar conditions were experienced the management response was to close all gates except for the
vertical slots. Gates operations for 2000 were the most restrictive for any given calendar year since operations
began, and recorded some of the highest salinity readings. During 2000 salinities as high as 27PPT, with water
levels 0.5 ft above marsh elevation were recorded, with virtually no gate openings. Rainfall for 2000 was 53.49
inches, approximately -5 inches below average. Operations during 2000 proved that drastic gate closures had
negligible or minimal effects on salinity levels, while contributing to decreasing water quality, especially adjacent
to structures. During 1997, the lowest water levels recorded on the CCWP, many areas dried to the point of
oxidizing hydric soils effectively reducing marsh elevation. Numerous small islands disappeared following the
1997 drought (personal observation, G. Harris). Throughout CCWP history, once salinities breach tolerances,
large rain events are required to reverse the trend, often requiring several rain events. With salinities and
water levels similar to 2000, a management decision was made to continue Phase II operations to include lunar
openings to determine effects on the marsh once isohaline lines were breached. Once salinities reached
approximately 20 PPT they appeared to remain steady. During July and August, recorded rains were at/or
slightly above average, water levels increased as salinities decrease slightly. However, the reprieve was short
lived, as drought conditions continue through the end of the year. Total rainfall for 2010 was only 38.84 inches,
approximately -20 inches below yearly average. Highest recorded salinity of 27 PPT and water level of 0.9 ft was
recorded at the 5 PPT isohaline line. These numbers were similar to 2000 salinity and water level readings,
without closing virtually all water control structures. No two years are alike, however, rain deficit experienced
during 1999, similar to 2010, contributed to 2000 readings. Additional openings during 2010 did not appear to
increase salinities and/or water levels appreciably, while providing greater ingress/egress opportunities for
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Figure 42: 2010 Water Level Comparisons at EC 6 (12 PPT) & EC 7 (5 PPT) isohaline lines.

Figure 43: 2010 Salinity Comparisons at EC 6 (12 PPT) & EC 7 (5 PPT) isohaline lines.
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estuarine organisms. 2010 was neither optimal nor desired conditions for intermediate/brackish marsh
environments, but recorded levels indicate gate manipulations are not the greatest factor in controlling and/or
mitigating salinities within the CCWP.
During 2010, US Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) management decisions began to be questioned/scrutinized,
at a CCWP Advisory Committee meeting it was proposed that structure operations be contracted by a third
party administered by Louisiana Coastal Protection and Restoration Authority, as they were responsible for
maintenance of the CCWP structures and levee. The proposal was embraced and supported by Advisory
Committee members including USFWS.
2011:
As January is normally one of the months with 5+ inches of average rainfall, coupled with low evaporation rates
and low tides, hopes were that much needed rain would occur, reducing salinities. Unfortunately this was not
the case, the first six months of 2011 continued to record below average rainfall. Water levels continued to be
below targeted marsh elevation (Fig. 44), while salinities (Fig. 45) remained 20 PPT or slightly higher at both
isohaline lines. Water control structures remained in Phase II operations with lunar openings for ingress/egress
of estuarine organisms. Areas damaged by Hurricanes Rita and Ike had exposed mud flats, water levels below
marsh elevation during the spring, allowed many areas to be colonized by Spartina alternaflora (oyster grass).
Concerns over salinity levels had been voiced as early as 2010 and continued into 2011, with several individuals
requesting that all structures be closed to reduce introduction of high salinity lake waters. Past experience
proved gate manipulations at this point were relatively ineffective and large amounts of rain was needed to
reduce salinities. During the June 9, 2011, CCWP Advisory Committee meeting, much discussion revolved
around high salinities. Several options were presented, one being a closure of the gates and partial drawdown
as identified within resource management plan, while a second was to open all structures and allow Calcasieu
Lake waters to moderate salinities while providing the greatest estuarine organism ingress/egress possible.
Committee members present agreed to a partial drawdown June 10 – July 15 with all gates closed, except the
Grand Bayou flap gates and vertical slots. During lunar operations one deep gate at Peconi and Lambert Bayou
would be open for a 24 hour period. Upon conclusion of the drawdown on July 15, crest gates would be opened
and flap gates closed. July was the only month during the year with above average rainfall, recording 6.3 inches
of rain. Water levels increased to approximate marsh elevation, as salinities decreased to approximately 12 PPT
at EC 7 (5 PPT line). Following July, drought conditions returned, allowing water level to once again decrease
while salinities increased. Drought conditions continued through the end of the year with only 36.06 inches of
rain recorded at Cameron Prairie NWR. This was the lowest recorded rainfall in the 22 years of rainfall records
for Cameron Prairie NWR, -22.74 inches below average. This coupled with 2010’s nearly -20 inches below
average was the driest two year period since CCWP operations began in 1989. The two years combined rain
deficit was greater than -40 inches. As 2000 proved, once a rain deficit is experience, only excessive rains (flood
conditions) can reverse elevated salinity trends. In my biological opinion, closures of the gates at the first
indication of salinity isohaline lines being breached during 2010 would not reduce salinities and could have
contributed to additional marsh damages (soil oxidation) as observed during 1997.
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Figure 44: 2011 Water Level Comparisons at EC 6 (12 PPT) & EC 7 (5 PPT) isohaline lines.

Figure 45: 2011 Salinity Comparison at EC 6 (12 PPT) & EC 7 (5 PPT) isohaline lines.
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As identified in a 2010 CCWP Advisory Meeting, contracting structure operations was supported by the Advisory
Members, with CPRA as the contracting agency. As funding sources were being secured and contract
specifications developed, the USFWS in an April 1, 2011 letter to US Army Corp of Engineers (US ACOE), advised
US ACOE that as of January 1, 2012 the USFWS would terminate its roles and responsibilities associated with the
December 18, 1981 Cameron Creole Watershed Project Operations and Maintenance Agreement (Appendix IV).
As 2011 drew to a close, USFWS relinquished operations of the structures to CRPA, following 22 years of
management. Ironically, stakeholder concerns discussed/argued during the first year of operations are still
being discussed 22 years later.
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APPENDIX V
RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN FOR CAMERON CREOLE
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APPENDIX VI
Water Control Structure Openings Expressed as Percent Open
From 1992 - 2011
GRAND BAYOU
1992
1993*
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005**
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
20 yr ave.

Boat Bay Flap 1
Flap 2
Flap 3
Flap 4
82%
80%
80%
81%
81%
84%
56%
56%
56%
56%
85%
47%
47%
47%
47%
75%
95%
95%
95%
95%
33%
64%
64%
64%
64%
62%
47%
47%
43%
43%
51%
49%
49%
48%
48%
38%
30%
8%
6%
6%
4%
20%
8%
2%
2%
88%
65%
65%
67%
67%
84%
66%
66%
65%
65%
62%
47%
38%
37%
37%
99%
99%
92%
92%
92%
100%
72%
72%
72%
62%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
95%
63%
63%
63%
63%
100%
56%
56%
56%
56%
77%
68%
65%
65%
64%

* Due to missing operational reports, reflect operations from Jan. 1 – Oct. 18 & Dec. 16-31, 1993. 306 days
** Due to missing operational reports, operations recreated from calendar, reflects minimum know openings.
Actual could exceed reported.
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PECONI BAYOU
1992
1993*
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
20 yr ave.

Crest 1
Crest 2
Crest 3
Crest 4
Deep 1
Deep 2
Deep 3
Deep 4
Slot 1
Slot 2
Slot 3
44%
48%
50%
64%
44%
48%
48%
62%
100%
100%
100%
67%
70%
56%
62%
47%
51%
56%
56%
100%
100%
100%
26%
26%
42%
82%
26%
26%
42%
82%
100%
100%
100%
56%
56%
59%
66%
56%
56%
59%
66%
100%
100%
100%
22%
21%
17%
17%
16%
16%
15%
16%
58%
58%
66%
67%
67%
67%
73%
14%
14%
14%
14%
100%
100%
100%
81%
67%
64%
64%
34%
34%
34%
34%
100%
100%
100%
76%
54%
32%
32%
5%
3%
0%
0%
100%
100%
100%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
100%
100%
100%
80%
80%
80%
80%
44%
44%
39%
39%
100%
100%
100%
95%
67%
67%
67%
35%
35%
35%
35%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
79%
79%
27%
25%
25%
25%
100%
100%
100%
99%
99%
99%
99%
71%
70%
70%
0%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
50%
49%
49%
49%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
0%
0%
0%
100%
100%
100%
89%
89%
89%
89%
28%
0%
0%
0%
100%
100%
100%
75%
72%
70%
74%
50%
44%
44%
44%
98%
98%
98%
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LAMBERT BAYOU
1992
1993*
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
20 yr ave.

Crest 1
Crest 2
Crest 3
Crest 4
Deep 1
Deep 2
Deep 3
Deep 4
Slot 1
Slot 2
Slot 3
48%
46%
47%
66%
44%
48%
48%
64%
100%
100%
100%
66%
70%
56%
62%
47%
51%
56%
62%
100%
100%
100%
26%
28%
41%
72%
26%
28%
41%
72%
100%
100%
100%
56%
56%
59%
66%
56%
56%
59%
66%
100%
100%
100%
28%
20%
17%
19%
19%
15%
14%
14%
58%
58%
66%
70%
70%
76%
76%
8%
8%
8%
8%
100%
100%
100%
78%
63%
63%
63%
34%
34%
34%
34%
100%
100%
100%
76%
54%
32%
32%
27%
0%
0%
0%
100%
100%
100%
11%
11%
11%
11%
16%
4%
4%
6%
100%
100%
100%
100%
93%
93%
93%
54%
54%
54%
49%
100%
100%
100%
67%
67%
67%
67%
39%
32%
32%
32%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
33%
27%
25%
25%
100%
100%
100%
99%
99%
99%
99%
67%
67%
67%
67%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
65%
64%
64%
0%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
19%
0%
0%
0%
100%
100%
100%
89%
89%
89%
89%
36%
0%
0%
0%
100%
100%
100%
68%
65%
64%
68%
42%
39%
40%
40%
97%
97%
98%
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MANGROVE BAYOU
1992
1993*
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
20 yr ave.

Crest 1
Crest 2
Crest 3
Crest 4
Slot 1
Slot 2
Slot 3
30.00%
30.00%
30.00%
30.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00%
27%
27%
27%
27%
100%
100%
100%
12%
12%
12%
12%
100%
100%
100%
24%
24%
24%
25%
100%
100%
100%
12%
12%
12%
12%
28%
28%
66%
52%
52%
52%
52%
90%
90%
100%
81%
66%
55%
55%
100%
100%
100%
76%
15%
15%
15%
100%
100%
100%
7%
7%
7%
7%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
96%
59%
59%
59%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
99%
99%
99%
99%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
89%
89%
89%
89%
100%
100%
100%
70%
65%
64%
64%
96%
96%
98%
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COMPARISON OF WATER CONTROL STRUCTURE OPENINGS 1992 - 2011/ expressed in percent of the year
open NONAME
1992
1993**
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
20 yr ave.

Crest 1
Crest 2
Crest 3
Crest 4
Slot 1
Slot 2
Slot 3
36%
36%
36%
36%
100%
100%
100%
33%
33%
33%
33%
100%
100%
100%
16%
16%
16%
16%
100%
100%
100%
26%
26%
26%
27%
100%
100%
100%
12%
12%
12%
12%
28%
28%
66%
33%
33%
33%
39%
0%
90%
100%
60%
55%
55%
55%
52%
100%
100%
49%
15%
15%
15%
100%
100%
100%
7%
7%
7%
7%
100%
100%
100%
70%
70%
70%
70%
100%
100%
100%
96%
59%
59%
59%
100%
100%
100%
72%
72%
72%
72%
100%
100%
100%
99%
83%
83%
83%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
89%
89%
89%
89%
100%
100%
100%
65%
60%
60%
61%
89%
96%
98%
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